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PANAMA CANAL EMERGENCY DAMS 

GATUN LAKE, eighty-five feet above sea level, is the reservo:r 
holding the water to feed the Gatun Locks (which lead to tve 

| Atlantic) and the Miraflores and Pedro Miguel locks on the Pacific end of 
the canal. 

Every ship going through the canal in either direction uses the water from 
Gatun Lake to lift it from the one ocean and lower it into the other. 

| Should some accident destroy a lock, the weight of the water released 
might force down the others and cause tremendous damage and, by lower- 
ing the level of the lake, make the canal inoperative until rain had refilled 
the lake. 

Therefore these big emergency dams were constructed. Normally they 
are not used. In emergencies they would be swung over the locks, the gates 
would drop into position and effectually dam the opening. 

Otis enginecrs designed, constructed and installed the machinery for 
operating six of these gigantic dams. It is a feat typical of the world-wide \ 

: scope of Otis activitics in engineering and the vertical transportation of | 
men and materials. | 

‘ Mast of the famous buildings of the worll 
i are equipped with Otis Elevators. | 

OTIS ELEVATOR COMPANY 
Offices in all Principal Cities of the World | 

a 
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THE RAYMOND COMPOSITE PILE 
By Arbert E, CumMinas,* ¢ Si. 

Prior to the beginning of the present century prac- be jetted into the ground. Pile for pile, the cost of any 

tically all of the piling used for foundation purposes in kind of a concrete pile is greater than that of a wooden 

this country was of wood. At times iron and screw piles _ pile, but concrete piles have two distinct advantages over 

were used as substitutes for wooden piling, but these wooden piles, viz., they are not affected by ground water 

were introduced in order to meet special conditions and levels, and they support greater loads than wooden piles 

they were not at all in general use. It can be seen, therefore, that the development of a 

Wooden piling, however, although relatively cheap, pile which would combine long lengths with low cost and 

has several serious disadvantages. In order to prevent permanence, would aid materially in the solution of many 

decay of wooden piles it was necessary to cut them off foundation problems. With this object in mind, engi- 

below permanent ground water level. This, of course, neers have developed what is known as the “composite 

frequently required excessive amounts of excavation and pjle” which consists essentially of a concrete pile super- 

correspondingly large amounts of masonry to bring the jmposed upon a wooden pile, with the joint below perma- 

footings to grade. If the ground water level were in any nent ground water level. 

way liable to future depression, there would be reason- ‘ ine ant . . . 
: ‘ Among the first composite piles driven in this country 

able doubt as to the future integrity of the structure 3 : é 
: : were those placed in 1905 under the station platforms of 

which the piles supported. Again, the amount of load- : 3 
: ‘ . . the Hoboken, N. J., terminals of the Delaware, Lacka- 
ing which could be applied safely on wooden piles was , : op f : ‘ 

; wanna & Western Railroad. These piles were driven in 
comparatively small. . a . : 

- ii . the following manner: The wooden piles were driven, 

“hese ¢ isadvantageous features of wooden piles caused until the heads of the piles were about a foot above the 

SNgINCCES £0 search for a suitable substitute, and the gen- ground and then a square box consisting of two-inch 
eral adoption of concrete as a building material soon led planks eight feet long was constructed on the head of 

to its use as a means to take the place of wooden piling. gach pile. A wooden follower was inserted ‘through this 

Concrete piling is usually divided into two distinct pox and rested upon the head of the wooden pile. By 

types, viz., “pre-cast” piles, which are cast on the sur- means of a collar near the top of the follower, the square 

face and then driven into the ground, and “cast-in-place” ox was driven into the ground with the pile until the 

piles which are cast in their final position after the neces- pile head was below ground level. The follower was 

sary opening in the soil has been obtained by driving then withdrawn and the box filled with concrete, thus 

down temporary or permanent forms or shells. Each of insuring safety against decay of the wooden pile heads. 

these two types of pile has certain disadvantages. The + . . . ta i as 
> LYE I . j . From time to time in different parts of the United 

precast pile is usually quite expensive and its use neces-  ¢ : . . 
‘ ee States attempts were made to drive composite piles, but 

sitates the provision of a large area of level ground for 3 . : . 
. : these piles were usually designed to suit the particular 

casting purposes somewhere near the site of the work. 5 : . 
: . . : problem under consideration and the results obtained 

Again, although a precast pile can sometimes be driven, : ‘ 5 
a ; : . oo were not always entirely satisfactory. During the year 
it is often jetted into the ground and this operation in- . : 5 ne 

‘ 5, 1916, the Raymond Concrete Pile Company of New 
volves pumping machinery and a large supply of water. : 

: : York, undertook the development of what is now known 
It may be noted, however, that precast piles a little more : a ae 

: as the Raymond Composite Pile. Remarkable success 
than a hundred feet long have been driven successfully, ; ‘ 5, okie © ‘ 

‘ : : . ’* has been obtained with this pile in lengths ranging from 
but the handling of concrete piles of this length is a deli- 7 

: ‘ , ° ‘ forty to one hundred feet and large numbers of them 
cate operation and their cost is exceedingly high. The : soe 

‘ 5 it Bei. have been driven in different parts of the country. 
greatest disadvantage of the cast-in-place pile is its lim- : ; 

ited length. The maximum length of this type of pile The Raymond Composite Pile consists essentially of 

at the present time is about forty feet, which, of course, the upper or heavier section of a standard Raymond Con- 

makes it useless in many places. The cast-in-place pile, crete Pile superimposed upon a wooden pile. The joint 

however, has several advantages over the pre-cast pile in *Mr. Cummings has been with the Raymond Concrete Pile 
i ires sti ‘aay i as Co. for a number of years and has taken an active part in 

that it requires no large casting place and seldom has to the design, testing, and use of the composite pile.
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between these two piles is carefully constructed and well of composite piles is considerably less than that of all- 
reinforced and their relative lengths are such that when concrete piles of equal lengths and the composite pile 
the composite pile is completed this joint is always below has all the advantages of an all-conerete pile in the sav- 
permanent ground water level. ing of excavation, masonry, pumping, shoring, and other 

When the wooden piles are delivered to the job, they items. 
are first unloaded in what is known as the “trimming The load allowed on composite piles is usually twenty- 
yard”. Here they are carefully selected as to size and five tons per pile. There are many formulae in exist- 
straightness and the accepted piles are taken to the “head- ence for calculating the bearing power of piles but the 
ing machine”, The principal parts of this machine are a most common of these and the one most generally used 
set of rotating knives and a circular saw. The rotating by engineers is known as the [engineering News Formula, 
knives trim the head of the wooden pile to a uniform viz.: 
diameter of nine and three-eighths inches over a length P=2Wh-+ (s + .1) in which 
of nineteen or twenty inches, and the circular saw cuts off P == safe load on pile in pounds. 
the top of this trimmed section so that a tenon is formed W = weight of falling part of hammer in pounds, 
nine and three-cighths inches in diameter and: eighteen h == distance of fall of hammer in feet, 
inches Icng, the top surface of the tenon being perpen- s = final penetration in inches per blow. 
dicular to the longitudinal axis of the pile. The headed 
pie is then returned to the trimming yard where four $ Thine nna, three-quarter inch holes twenty inches deep are drilled i ie is i ‘ into the tenon, The pile is then ready for delivery to ; hs be f STE sts on i . ‘ 

eis a oe 1m the pile driver. | i As a 4 | i hicod PE : 
Arrived at the pile driver, the wooden pile is hoisted opts ae Pe, . : 

into the leads and a specially constructed steel follower is tg © i ce Bt bi une 5 
fitted over the head of the pile. This follower fits snugly cae ye a his eh : rah i 
around and over the tenon so as to prevent crushing or i oe of Oa a 
“brooming” during driving. After the wooden pile has Nw 4 Oy 8 alee 5 been driven into the ground toa depth such that the tenon @ Lee — P| 2 ee ee SE 
and about a foot of the pile remain above the surface, Yai “Aa oy ao yy gE 
(see Figure 1) the follower is removed and four five- Sara |) - me Zamna Ae say inst 
cighths inch square twisted steel reinforcing bars forty Peete bs! Prous Sur gt oe ‘ a i inches long are driven twenty inches into the pile in the oe q ig ¢ eee Ee : a oo 
four thre-quarter inch holes previously drilled into the aod uae @ ae Pes es top of the tenon. : eae ae ae Me | ay an A ws 

The conerete section of this pile is installed in much MoS a oe me a ies Lee iG : si oe Ue Oe Met iad pec hy oe ees the same manner as the Standard Raymond Concrete Pen | piceminy |: ws A ieee a eae 
Pile. A spirally reinforced steel shell with a plain steel ae Peal Bo SUB: OER 0g . pany y I rea tai oe || bia toes eer | Diieeeatet “boot” at the bottom is placed on the outside of a col- ts ae * ; oe Deen |e ee { ae lapsible steel mandrel or core, which tapers at the rate Es Ve ae pon ere cf four-tenths of an inch in diameter for each foot of a a e oe aie is mee ee its length. The bottom of this core is so constructed Ct ee ea Pee. that it fits closely around and over the tenon of the er ae i ee Bac oat aes 
wooden pile and the reinforcing rods extend up into the : oe Pe | oe i: a core. This combination is then driven farther into the eo Ae es i 8 (Rae ground until a proper penetration is secured and the top Bea ee | a i s he of the wooden pile is known to be below permanent — : — re ground water level. The core is then collapsed and with.  pryg. 1, DrivinG anv Pourtne a Composite Pre. The drawn leaving the wooden pile with its reinforcing bars wooden portion of the pile is comparatively cheap and and the steel shell in the ground. After a careful in- can be driven in lengths great enough to secure the de- spection of the joint and the interior of the shell, a little sired power. It must be cut off at ground water level cement grout is poured around the tenon of the wooden in order to prevent decay. The upper portion of the pile and the balance of the shell is then filled to cut-off pile is of concrete firmly anchored to the wooden por- . “grade with concrete. : tion. 

In this manner a pile is obtained which is practically 
permanent. Another advantage of this kind of pile is This formula applies only to steam hammers and it is that it can be driven in great lengths. Wooden piles have supposed to contain a safety factor of six. In the event been driven as long as eighty feet and then topped off that a drop hammer is used the formula is written with twenty-two feet of concrete pile, making a total P—=2Wh-+ (s + 1.) in which the letters have the same kngth of a little more than one hundred feet. The cost meaning as above and the safety factor is also six. All
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Raymond Composite Piles are drive with a steam ham- data were recorded and from these data calculations were 
mer having a ram weighing five thousand pounds and fall- made to determine the stresses which existed in the vari- 
ing three feet, and dr'ving is continued until a final pene- ous parts of the joints at the ultimate loads. A careful 
tration of one-quarter cr one-third of an inch per blow examination of these results demonstrated that the type 
is ob:aned. If these numbers are substituted in the for- of joint described above was strong enough and rigid 
mula it will be found that a pile so driven should be cap- enough to withstand the forces which might be expected 
able of safely supporting a load of from thirty-five to to act upon it in the field and it was also the strongest, 
forty-five tons, and actual lead tests in the field have the most rigid, and the most economical of the joints 
proved that these piles will support even more than forty- tested. , 
five tons, with only a slight amount of settlement. How- In addition to these shop tests, a number of load tests 
ever, in order to provide an additional safety factor and have been made in the field on composite piles of various 
preclude the possibility of settlement, the maximum load lengths. The usual method of testing in the field is to 
placcd on a composite pile is twenty-five tons, allow the concrete in the upper part of the pile about ten 

Since the concrete portion of the Raymond 
Composite Pile is tapered, there is considerable re a 
friction set up between the sides of this concrete fa) s 
pile and the surrounding earth when the load is Se : 
placed on the pile. The amount of this friction a 
depends entirely on the nature of the so!l into ‘a aa + oN "| 
which the pile is driven, but the importance of a ee Se ra a | 
this feature of the Raymond Composite Pile lies = ae sae ay ff | | / [TI [| fy | 
in the fact that an appreciable part of the total oe th [| il tf [ Ik 5 TT load which is placed on the composite pile will be = ete ot ! Lhe | 
iransmitted to the surrounding so'l by the tap- Bteotric Butt word th) | 
ercd concrete section of the pile and the full i 3 | 
twenty-five ton load very rarely reaches the head le a ee PARE, ob Rati + 
of the wooden pile. 

The stresses developed in a pile due to the vertical load Fic. 2. Detain or tie Composite Pine, This. illus- 
are not the only stresses to be taken care of. When a trates the most recent of sevcral types of joint between 
pile is being driven into the ground adjacent to piles the two portions of the pile. A steel shell is attached to 
a'ready driven, certain indeterminate lateral stresses are the wooden pile and is driven with it. A long rod is 
set up in the surrounding soil which react on the piles screwed into the top of the wooden pile and serves to 
a'ready in the ground. There is also a possibility, es- hold the concrete to the wood. The concrete is poured 
pecially in newly filled ground, of a lateral movement of after the pile is in place and the rod has been attached. 
the entire mass of soil under consideration and a conse- ‘ 
quent tendency to bend over or shear off any piles driven days in which to set up and then to construct on top of : 
through this soil. These lateral stresses are of some im- the pile a box or platform onto which some heavy ma- 
portance no matter what type of pile is being considered, terial can be placed. The test load is usually increased 
but they are especially important in the case of a com- in five-ton increments and level readings are taken at 
posite pile where the joint is undoubtedly the critical sec- intervals to determine whether or not the pile is settling. 
tion. Raymond Composite Piles have frequently been tested 

In determining the most desirable type of joint for a in this manner up to fifty and sixty tons of load per pile 

composite pile, there were two important factors to be with only slight amounts of settlement and the results of 
given consideration: First, the jo:nt must be strong number of such tests have proved conclusively that 
enough to resist the stresses, vertical and lateral, which the pile will safely carry twenty-five tons. 
act upon it; and, second, the joint must be so constructed As the Raymond Composite Pile came more and more 
that its use would not involve too many complicated oper- into general use, various improvements and new devel- 
ations in the field. opments were made. Some of these changes were di- 

In order to determine the relative strengths of various rected toward simplifying the actual field work and their 
types of composite pile joints, some actual load tests were object was to improve the method of handling and plac- 
made on different kinds of composite piles at the shops ing the piles and to decrease the cost of the various op- 
of the Raymond Concrete Pile Comany at Harvey, Illi- erations. They affected principally the mechanical de- 
no's. Several different types of joints were designed and tails of the pile cores and the method of handling and 
full size composite piles of each type were made. These placing the reinforcement. Other changes have had for 
piles were loaded and tested in several ways: As unsup- their purpose the improvement of the design of the joint 
ported columns over a length of forty-five feet; as sim- itself. The most recent type of joint is shown in Figure 
ple beams over spans of various lengths; and as canti- 2 and in this joint the four short reinforcing bars are 
lever beams. The loads and deflections and other test (Concluded on page 152.)
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THE BRAKES ON AMERICAN AND EUROPEAN MOTOR CARS 

Nep Krorz, 

Senior Mechanical. 

For years it has been the accepted practice to depre- We can certainly do much toward improving our pres- 

ciate American effort where mere quantity or bulk of — ent conventional systems before we are ready to try out 

results was not the only criterion. Perhaps the most the more or less new ideas. This is largely routine work, 

graceful way out of such a situation is to admit that we however, and involves more careful layout and more at- 

are a bit new, and certainly not so effete as the Europeans. tention to cooling and uniform pressure on the braking 

We need not feel badly about that, however. The real surfaces. 

European—perhaps Bernard Shaw’s “good European”— The really important innovations in this field, besides 

considers even the Englishman who stays the year cleaning up of existing designs, are brakes on all four 

through on his island as something of a provincial. wheels and the servo-brake. 

The fact is that anyone who does not spend an occa- The front wheel brake has been struggling for recog- 

sional scason at the Continental watering places, and take nition for ycars, and is getting it with a vengeance just 

a trip now and then to the Riviera, is a bit out of the now. We have recognized the desirability of rapid ac- 

running. It is the intimate contact with so many peoples celeration for a long time, and we are just beginning to 

of different fundamental characteristics and different realize that deceleration is still more important. 

ideas that evolves most of our newest fads and fashions M. Henri Perrot, who was engineer for the British 

and, occasionally, some really progressive ideas. How- Argyll, has probably done more than any one else to 

ever, with contantly improving transportation and com- develop front wheel brakes, although the Isotti-Franchini 

munication, provincialism is coming to be more nearly a Co, has done a good deal of work. Practically every 

state of mind than an attribute of environment. European chassis of note now fits front wheel brakes of 

We certainly are cutting down Europe’s lead in the one of these two types. The chief exceptions are Voisin, 

Automotive world, and their lessened prestige together Slim, Bugatti and Rolland Pilan in “Europe, and the 

with the spectre. of increased American competition American Duesenberg which won the French Grand Prix 

causes our European and English friends to sieze upon last year, all of which are fitted with some form of hy- 

any real shortcomings with ill concealed joy. draulic or pneumatic front wheel brakes. Incidentally 

Of all the criticism of our cars the one most univer. the makers of the Rolland Pilan claim priority with this 

sally heralded weakness is our braking systems. This and type of brake and there has been talk of taking action 
excessive fucl consumption have cut our exports to at against Duesenberg, who seems to have a vastly superior 

least half the value of shipments we could make without System. 
these faults. If we assume that a four-wheel brake system is worked 

For some time the tendency in Europe has been toward out to take hold smoothly, to be reasonably free from 

high speed motoring, but not as we do it here, furtively overheating and to require a pedal pressure within a 
and with cars and eyes alert for motor-cycle police, or a reasonable maximum, the question of what is gained by 

possible speed trap. The police there are more con- adding a servo-brake may be asked. 

cerned with what is a “reasonable” speed under the exist- To begin with, finer cars have set the example, now 

ing circumstances than they are with any arbitrary stand- followed by many cheaper models, of requiring only a 

ard, and their idea of reasonable speed would probably nominal effort to operate the clutch and brake. This 

be about double the speed we should use here. can be done at lower speeds, but most of us have found 

These conditions have brought more attention to brak- that at higher speeds an increasing effort is required to 

ing systems, and just at present the brakes are receiving gcet maximum braking effect. There are cars, especially 

as much or more attention than any other feature of con- cars with Hutchkiss drive, on which the brake arm 

tinental chassis. Even England has lagged behind in this centers are so laid out that at high specds the torque re- 

development and it is not surprising if we are still farther action from the first application of the brakes causes a 

in arrears in our brake development. further momentary tightening of the hral:es and results 

Most of our roads have no steep gradients; our aver- in locking the wheels, with consequent loss of adhesion 

age motoring speeds are low; and our cars are more to the road. It is fairly well established, however, that a 

notable for ease of production and cheapness than for higher unit pressure on the brake lining is required at 

fine engineering details. We have some splendid engi- high speed to give maximum braking ¢ffect. The only 

neering departments, but on the whole the howling adequate explanation of this seems to be that the coeffi- 
sercech of burnt Inings or poorly designed or adjusted cient of friction varies inversely as the speed, probably 

brakes which we hear so often is an eloquent comment on because of the larger amounts of heat generated. Experi- 

our braking practices. There are extremely few of our ments are now being carried on with a Chenard-Walcker 

cars with brakes that will stand a trip through the moun- car to investigate this phenomenon. 

tains without constantly using the motor and low gear as The object of the servo-brake is, then, first, to use 

a brake. (Concluded on page 148.)
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SUCCESSFUL WISCONSIN ENGINZERS — WILLIAM S. HARLEY 

By R. B. Bouman. 

The story of the career of paratus for Professor Jastrow, in the department of psy- 

- William S. Harley, which, in chology. At the same time, Harley tended to the com- 

Zs i reality, began before he en- plete designing work of the motorcycle development 

A tered college, is a striking i!- which was being carried on in Milwaukce by his partners. 

ed i r. lustration of the fact that the It is rather interesting to note that at the time he came 

@ i Py man who knows that he pos- to school to study more about gas engineering, the only 

on i a ne sesses a sound and funda- . 

. ae mental idea, and has the cour- — |: ra Pe : P . 

8 a age to put the plans of it into dik : : RSE 

& effect, has practically unlimited : : pS See 

oak” 4 opportunities at his command. ae ae ae | 

Dy Se Mr. ‘Harley was born at tg RON boo a 6 

‘ ; if Milwaukee, Wisconsin, = in - Wey Se hee Pan ee a as 

— 1881, and was graduated from | - — a cee ee oa ae ie 

WILLIAM S. HARLEY — the University of Wisconsin Hea s Nahe ee ; a 

in June, 1907, with the degree | a care ee oat aa 5 raps 

of bachelor of science in mechanical engineering. Today ae Be ey : , 

he is treasurer and ‘chief engineer of the Harley Davidson — TS a mie ok ; 

Motor Company, the largest manufacturers of motor- “ + ae ae “ 

and their accessories in the world. \ a a By * . 

Together with the Davidson brothers, Harley had ex- - 

perimented on his “self-propelled bicycle” for some time FIRST HOME OF THE HARLEY DAVIDSON CO. 

prior to his entering the University. In fact, the idea Development in a dozen years from the above “factory” 

prompting him to come to college was the fact that, in his f@ the largest of its kind in the world followed Mr. 

study of gas engine, he realized how hazy his notions of Marley's graduation from the University. 

its operating theories were. Previous to this time, he ob- 

tained his first knowledge of mechanical work in a ma-  COUTSE given in that subject was a three-fifths elective by — - 

chine shop. After serving his apprenticeship, he became Professor Thorkclson, former business manager of the, 

a draftsman, which position he held up to the time of his University, and then head of the department of steam 

entering college. Coincident with his daily work, he and ¢ngineering. The laboratory equipment at that time con- 

his chum, Arthur Davidson, had, in odd hours, been de- tained hardly any gas engines, 

veloping their motorcycle, with Harley acting in the ca- In h's senior ycar, Harley was one of a group of stu- 

“ae te 

ORR RR ha Sate la de La nme ir eg ia Beat age CA i Tio ian SRR Etre 

Pe eer ie i ment 
Se ae SRE Se @ soeeeenr reer ne ere pees epsm crt mn Mme anne acl 

THE HARLEY DAVIDSON PLANT OF TODAY 

Early experiments on the “self-propelled bicycle” prompted Mr. Harley to enter Wisconsin's cngineering course 

in order that he might prepare for its development. 

pacity cf draftsman and designer, and Davidson as the dcnts clected to make an eleven day test on a new steam 

patternmaker and machinist., It was at this time that turbine for the Commonwealth Edison Company, at Chi- 

Harley gave up his work as a draftsman and entered the cago. 

University. While in attendance here, he worked his When Harley graduated in 1go7, the infant motor- 

way through school by waiting on tables, working ‘nan cycle organization boasted of a personnel of fifteen em- 

architect’s office, and in constructing psychological ap- ployees. In the next year the company incorporated.
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But business prospcets were not as promising at the out- TUNE IN! 
set as the reader may imagine, for, about this time, the Tune in! Wisconsin cails tcday. 
problem of obtaining sufficient capital for their increasing Song and lecture, without pay, 
requirements was a serious question. As a result, Harley, She sends by wireless, through the air; for a time, found it more profitable to work as a checker So tune in and with her shere BEY" RUNES . cl i — ~” The lore of ancient days, forsocth, in a bridge works in’ order to help secure the money With news of modern search for truth. needed to carry on the work of improving their machine. ‘ ‘ ig ‘ . . Word went forth from Galilee 

After the financia culties e ri vere dis- \iter the financial difficulties of that period were dis That the truth should make men free; posed of, the new business began to develop rapidly, and And with patience through the agcs from 1yo8 to the present time the company has grown Has the scholar read the pages steadily until it is now the leading one of its kind in the Of God’s truth. From distant stars, % - 8 , nee 3 4% ; world. Beginning with a force of 15 workers, the com- From hist’ry of man’s frightful wars, a has | see Be anid = “mpl © vit its From storied stone and flower and fern pany now has betw een 2500 and 3000 employees on its And took of childhood would he learn; payroll, Irom the little shop the plant has expanded to In everything he sought to find its present cnormous size as illustrated. The company The laws of matter and of mind. had its biggest year in 1gt7, when 27,000 complete ma- He dreamed that all might know the joy 
chines were turned over to the government for war pur- of growth and servics and employ as . Their faculties to help create, poses. This was under forced production, however, their For themselves and for the state : ‘ selves state, normal output being about 20,009 machines per year. That ideal community 
Due to the specialized character of the motorcycle indus- Where truth is known that makes men free. try, the company is obliged to manufacture a large va- , , ‘ ie | ! 1 a wk _ oe te di . 1 . “ To grow and serve Wisconsin’s aim; riety ane num ver of accessories in addition to the‘r nor- Tis this has brought her world wide fame. mal machine output. 

Her children know they need but ask Mr. Harley, in addition to perfecting a complete mod- For help to meet bi a ante : . : : : She plans for health an eauty, too. ‘rn starting and lighting system for motorcycles, and in- A oe . P z a » & m ci ‘ , y ee # 1 And recreation that shall wco troducing many novel improvements ‘n the design ane The toiler from his sense of care; operation of motorcycles, has also been very active in And now the distant sick-rcom chair work not directly connected with his own interests. He She sceks to bless,—by wireless fleet * o : : : > : : 7, e: Yt ie is a member of the Society of Automotive engineers, in The suff rer shares a music sweet which society he is chairman of the committee on motor- As mating song of mocking bird ~ pre es oo c At peaceful hour of midnight heard. cyelcs. During the recent war, he was at the head of a 
committee appointed by the War Industries Board, com- Today the clarion call, “Tuite in!” posed of representatives of the leading motoreycle manu- Resounds in far-off, old Pekin, facturers, and formed for the purpose of designing nd Where Princeton, Pennsylvania, Yale, . ; © I "I = 8 e an Wisccnsin, Harvard, tell a tale constructing a completely standardized motorcycle for use Of growth and service, and all see in military operations. Shortly after the armistice was Them live the truth that makes men free. signed, this committee was disbanded before the desired The Orient awakes and hears . rast ‘ 1 that dissipates her fears,— 
jlans had been carried to completion, The cal i. : ] ] ies . . Her fears of famines and of floods Mr. Harley has a very definite idea regarding the And ancient fears of ancient gods. manner in which an engineering student may profitably . spend his spare time. He believes that any ability ac- Shall. waiat home pa faithless he, ive i vA 5 z bli ki ul While studying sociology? quired through practice in public speaking eventually Do shades of Royce and James agree proves a valuable asset for any one who plans to engage On questions of psychology? in an engineering or business career. This opinion is the Methinks behind the veil, so thin, result of Mr. Harley’s experience, as his activities have They're calling now, “Tune in! Tune in!” ? 

} gradually turned from the engineering to the administra- a JU. tive development of his company. ‘ : . s . : : An engineering curiosity, said to be unique in this 
country and to have only one parallel in Europe, is the Scholarship has a very definite value as an index of pipe arch bridge over the Sudbury river, which carries ability. Tt shows that a Young man or woman, without  Boston’s water supply. The span is 80 feet, and the steel immediate economic necessity, has been able to concen- Pipe, 7% feet in diameter, rises 5% feet above the hori- {rate attention on the principal duties to be fulfilled in the 20ntal at the center. The Digestke On the abutments Ly Faw a oe when the pipe is filled with water is great and is resisted 

auds! of many competing interests and districtions. Hav- * a hi | li . . by a mass of concrete 4o feet thick behind each abut- mg done thts task well creates a positive presumption in mont. Across the curved top rans a hand railed foot Favor of fF, re siicer es ‘ < Ve Fk ad 3 5 * Z : + 
favor of future success in other realis of responsibility.” bridge. The steel of the pipe in the arched portion is (IV. i. Wickenden, A. T. & T. Co.) five-e'ghths of an inch in thickness.
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7 ENGINEERING FOR GENERAL EDUCATION 
By Joun G. D. Mack, 

State Chief Engincer. 

“An engineering course offers an excellent opportunity for the somewhat intangible thing known 

as a general or liberal education,” says State Chief Engineer Mack. 

- One of my boyhood friends, almost from the time he what hazy as to the full meaning of these terms. 

learned to read, had his mind fixed on what his vocation A distinguished chem’st of my acquaintance told me 

was to be when he was grown up. He was going to be that he came to the University of Wisconsin with a de- 

a printer. Just why he had this one idea | do not know, termination to specialize in psychology, which he then 

for there were no printers in his family. In this determi- thought was to be his profession, but was diverted to the 

nation he never wavered. .As soon as he could use tools — field of chemistry. 

he made presses of wood, saved money and bought some Entering Univers.ty Without Decision 

type and thus saw his own work on paper. Later he got ¥ 3 ott “os 
: : ‘ . No young man should feel that it is to his disered:t in 

employment with a job printer, became an expert type- : . : . i 
: . fe any way if he comes to the university without definite 

setter and mastered the linotype when it came out. The T ytaaat . 
‘ ee : : . future plans, for many have had a very limited view be- 

next step was to invest his savings in a small job print- . 
5 : 3 ‘ fore that time. 
ing shop which grew until he is now the owner of a large as ‘ : : 

aa s ‘ i 2 The university presents, as does no other env:ronment, 
printing establishment in a great business center. His ‘ Gopi ” 

: : the opportunity to survey the “activities of the world”. 
case secms to have been one of rather happy destiny for ; femee f ; rr : 

. It is the wise student who will not let this opportunity go 
he never had to worry about what line he was to follow. : oe wy etic. an gta att i i 

by without using it to aid him in finding his proper place. 

Selecting a Vocation Except among those who know by experience, the en- 

Cases like this are very rare, and most boys have had gineering courses are generally bel’evcd to be based on 
many fleeting ambitions about their future business or Marrow specialization, and I therefore wish to note some- 

profession. Almost every one who reads this can recall thing of their advantages for the purpose of a general 

such dreams, doubtless the most universal of all having education. 
been to be proprietor of a candy store. In the College of Engineering of the University of 

Another method of selection is for a boy to follow his Wisconsin there are five courses, chemical, civil, eles- 
father’s profession or business, although out of the total — trical, mechanical, and mining eng*necring.—each a rec- 
| believe this number to be of relatively small proportion. ognized standard broad division, By means of selection 
There are probably several reasons why a large number —!tom these courses, and from subjects given in other cc’ 

of boys do not follow in the footsteps of their fathers, leges of the university, a student: may specialize, if he so 

among which are the rapidly increasing number of voca- desires, in any of the very large number of engineering 

tions, and the inherent pioneer spirit of the young men to professions. 

try something new. Why Study Engineering 

It is quite Likely that among the large majority of boys An engineering course offers an excellent opportunity 

really definite future plans do not begin to form until for the somewhat intangible thing known as a general or 

they are of high school age, fourteen to eighteen, and liberal cducation, which may possibly be defined as the 

often not until later. training which fits a man to take his place in the affairs 
a 

I believe it is not generally best to make the selection of the world provided he has the personal qualifications 

of one’s life work too early, for there are many fields of along with the training. Without these personal qualifi- 

knowledge, and, still speaking in general terms, early cations no kind of preliminary training will be of effect 

specialization is not advisable and oftentimes is warping 0 his progress. The eng'neering courses require for 
in its effects. If there is doubt, the young man should  @dmiss:on a broad general training in other than pure!y 

survey the “activities of the world” before making a technical engineering subjects,—such as history, econom- 

decision. There is no loss of time in this, nor is there a i¢s, language, and others. These, or similar invaluable 

loss of effort. In spite of the seeming sharp cleavage be- subjects, may be. continued through the enginecring 

tween modern activities, knowledge is cooperative in the Course by making proper use of the free elective time. 

broadest sense, and any one of these unnumbered act!vi- I wish, however, to lay particular stress on many of 

ties is constantly drawing on many others to aid in its the subjects in the regular engineering curriculum for 
progress, although at first glance there may seem to be no their general training value although they are rarely 

relation between the one aided and the ones drawn upon. thought of in this light. 
Many young men come to the university with rather Other professions point with pride to the human lives 

vague thoughts of their life’s work, not crystalized be- which rest on the’r decisions and correct practice, but ! 

yond the wish to study science, engineering, commerce, believe the responsib‘lity of the engineer in this regard is 
sociology, medicine, economics, or one of the other '™aeny times greater than that of all other profess‘ons. 

great divisions.. In many instances their ideas are some- The integrity of the bridge, railway, high tension line, 
(Concluded on page 152.)
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ALTERNATING CURRENT RECTIFICATION FOR ELECTRIC RAILWAYS* 
By Parry H. Moon, 

Senior Electrical. 

It is universally recognized that direct current is of the platinum lead-in wires, and have not been con- 
superior to alternating current for traction work. The — structed for more than one hundred amperes. 
characteristics of the series-wound d. c. motor are ideal During the war, Brown, Boveri and Co. of Baden, - 
for this class of service, surpassing both single and poly- Switzerland attacked the problem of making the mercury 
phase motor, and causing direct current to be used almost are rectfier in larger sizes. They were confronted by 
exclusively in street railways, interurban systems, and serious manufacturing difficulties such as the necessity of 
clectrifed steam roads. The generation and transmis- constructing large gas-tight containers, the troubles due.to 
son of large quantities of direct current for a road of terminal bushings, and the means for preventing internal 
any size, however, would not be feasible; so virtually all short-circuits. The company has now developed a line 
of the current is now generated in the mammoth alter- of steel-tank converters, however, which is entirely satis- 
nators of great central stations, and is transmitted as high factory. The following sizes are being manufactured : 
voltage alternating current which can be stepped down in 1, . 1 : ¥ ‘ a : ABLE I, the various railway substations. The problem remains. 
of converting this alternating current to the direct current Type Amps. Voltage 
needed for car operation. G 3-16 309 800 ir 1 ' i f flecti hi G 4-6 600 800 ere are three general a ances for effecting this - here are three general appliances i oa t is G 56 goo 800 
shange : motor generator sets, rotary converters, and recti- x ch uge : motor generator s otary cony S é HG 3-6 300 a6 
fiers. Both motor generators and rotaries are used; but 

since they are expensive machines and require expert at- There seems to be no reason why the machines cannot 
tention, it is obvious that the use of some simple form of be built in much larger sizes and higher voltages. Slight 
rectifier would be of marked advantage. The types of 
rectifiers whic ‘e have at tl . ora gy Tenition Solenoid rectifiers which we have at the present time are (1) one Moma 
Mechanical, (2) Electrolytic, (3) Thermionic, (4) Mer- Vy) 5 

w 2 3 cury are. 4 3 lz ) 3 12 1/3 
Of these, none have been made in this country in large a Bly : 3 3 % |\2 enough sizes to be useful for railway work; and, more- F aye 

: 8 A.C, over, none except the last seems to hold any promise for SM Ai 8 loess al his class of seevie Th 4 re rectifier, how . Main Anode ll ae tneae iva ia Poveoe this class of service. © mercury arc rect:fier, however, Sa VU VIKA . has recently been developed abroad so that large sizes 13) 3 be a a i f he 4s . can be constructed ; and because of its high efficiency and | |fare 3 5 nen rarrann 4 : chamber 3 _ 
its simplicity, it should prove of importance to the rail- | © I] |? Rectitter i Ea “ ps 4 roads of the United States. LS 3 3 mores 

3 = Cathodet 
The glass bulb form of mercury are rect‘fier is familiar i 

to nearly everyone who has used storage batteries or has Pp | Loa 
otherwise has need to change small amounts of a. ¢. to CETL] . . . {Water Jacket3 d.c. It works on the principal that an are in mercury 
vapor between a metal electrode and a pool of mercury FIG. 2 fig 1 
will only conduct electricity in one direction — i.e., from modification would make the 1200 volt size suitable for 
the metal anode to the mercury. A schematic diagram 2400 volts.!. Over 100,000 K.W. of units are already in 
of ia is given in Fig 1. In this arrangement, operation in Europe. 
the secondary winding of the transformer is tapped at - . : sm : ii ‘dnote which will \ i 1 Ppec Fig. 2 gives some idea of the construction.? It will be ae mid-point which will always constitute the negativ ve : 1g ot 4 load. As tl tt ay £0} stitute t gat ve noted that the rectifier consists of a sheet metal tank or vole of the load. As the alternating current reverses in : - we : I tl Hd ‘i “8 1 4 8 ft 1 id i are chamber provided with cylindrical extension on top sign, the are will be extinguished at one anode and wil : . + 2 eu OBS ee and w and a dish of mercury in the bottom. All joints are be started at the same direction and can be smoothed out . q . : . o autogenous welded. The anodes are brought in from the by mcans of inductance in the leads. To start the con- . - : Kea : x - it is 6 tip the bulb il th top through special mercury-sealed bushings. Six anodes verter it is first necessary to tip the bulb until thi ores ‘ : : : ‘ brid \ : pt i 1 y a met- in conjunction with a six phase transformer is common cury bridges the gap to an auxiliary clectrode (not : : hor Th bull sal i i ° i y L ose ( ‘ practice. In order to direct the arcs and keep them from shown ). he bulb ts then allowed to assume its upri : : iti ) tarti niet : eit - one Jumping to the metal case or the other anodes, are chutes osition, starting an are which vaporizes some of th dag : | 1 ile . : _ s z a t ; of insulating material surround each anode and extend mercury and allows the main are to form. ctifiers : aT lee | tis be limited in si by a ‘sil a cts 0 nearly to the cathode. The mercury vapor rises into the us type are limitcd in size by the permissible d!amete : : ‘1 y Ps € rameter upper chamber, is condensed, and drops back into the 
*A Tau Beta Pi Topic. (Concluded’on page 160.)
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ELLWOOD TRACTOR DEVELOPED BY WISCONSIN MAN 

By Henry A. Burp, 

General Manager, Ellxood Tractor Company. = 

The University of Wisconsin occupies a unique posi- tion so gained would serve him later in building h's own 

tion in the development of the farm tractor. As long ago tractor. For seven years he was in Canada and our own 

as 1898, C. W. Hart and C. H. Parr, students in the Col- west and northwest, selling and developing tractors, 

lege of Engineering, built a gasoline engine as their thesis. Studying the farmer’s needs, and noting opportunities in 

From this was developed the first farm tractor to be com- the tractor field. One day he announced to his associates 

mercially exploited. There has just now been placed on that he was resigning in order to devote his whole time 

the market a tractor designed by Charles D. Ellwood and energy to the development of a tractor about which 

which unbiased observers have 

called “the tractor of the future.” TT 

In its development the Univer- 

sity of Wisconsin has had a not 

inconsiderable part. 

Tt was in 1898, when Hart and 

Parr were working on their en- 

gine, that Mr. Ellwood entered > si - 

the old Wisconsin Academy. He le ‘ re z ‘ . i 

came to Madison from a farm ac Aor x Pd ape — sens & (a 

home and from three years of es - Sy ' Hees ea Ce ene titel aiaiaie 

country school teaching, his de- 2 te CRS MY Wg beak ame at aes buh eae 

sire for education having been re- ee eee j | = fat me em i rete 

kindled by a young preacher who |g 5 Gages SOO cS oe ad 4 So gee 

illuminated the possibility of his | ey hae 1 Need: fa Kix < & 5 SNe 

working his way. By working at se eR es a 14 wd ee Se : ] Se ees p 

all odd hours he was able to ee anne lee te as a ; 

make his way through to gradua- |’ eee ee iy, Adee a ah haus wate ; 

tion. From his sophomore year, RG ea ee AS OLR kV ee 

his Suter WSES spent in “ex: THE ELLWoop TRACTOR, A WISCONSIN PRODUCT 

perting” farm machinery for the . . . : . oe 

ccc comiek Hrvestey Company, 64 RUPartgieiion lone ie BUM NT a en et wh 
This method of spending the 

summer vacations was continued through the five years, he had been thinking for several years. He was laughed 

following his graduation from the academy. During at as a fool for leaving a “sure thing” to undertake the 

these years he graduated from the Milwaukee Normal very hazardous task of developing a new tractor, but he 

School and taught three years in Wisconsin high schools. did not swerve from his purpose. 

It often happens that one’s avocation, by an absorption In the fall of 1914, Charles D, Ellwood again enrolled 

of interest and attention, becomes his vocation. Such in the University of Wisconsin, this time as a student in 

was Mr. Ellwood’s situation when; in 1907, he went to the College of Engineering. For four years, his selection 

Canada‘as salesman of farm machinery. There, he saw of courses was determined by the one object in mind: the 

the first gasoline tractors, crude and huge, turn:ng over building of a tractor. To supply technical engineering 

the virgin prairies. But Mr. Ellwood looked at them from training, he took courses in Mechanical and Commercial 

the point of view gained by his early life on the 160-acre Mechanical Engineering. He knew farm machiney from 

Wisconsin farm. He visualized the time when the tractor the farmer’s point of view, but three courses in Agricul- 

should be the universal power plant of the average farm, — tural Engineeering gave him valuable insight into the 

but to reach this ideal he knew that great changes must be _ problems of the designer and manufacturer of farm equip- 

made in the tractor to adapt it to the requirements of the ment. 

small and medium sized farm. As his interest became There is much campus talk of “extra-curricular” ac- 

more intense, his vision of the general purpose tractor, at _ tivities. From his first year, Mr. Ellwood’s “extras” * 

first quite vague and hazy, began to take more definite were merely other forms of tractor work. He found 

shape in a mental picture of his own tractor. It was then his recreation in the variety of forms which his work 

that he left a good position with more than the ordinary took; study, drafting, pattern making, machine work, 

prospects, to take up work at less salary with the Hart- organization, ete. Not the least interesting of these was 

Parr Company. He did this with the avowed intention the designing of the tractor itself. In a small room on 

of learning all that he could possibly learn from “expert- the top floor of the Engineering Building, an unused ele- 

ing” and selling tractors, with the idea that the informa- vator shaft, on borrowed tables were designed and rede-
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signed the units of the tractor. Before long students and Every operation must be done with one man instructors had become so much interested in the new handling both tractor and implement. project that some were devoting their extra hours to work Consequently the tractor and any implement on the tractor, must form a compact, wieldy unit. 
Mr. Ellwood was not ignorant of the fact that an or- The change from ong implement fo another —_ ‘ must be made easily and quickly, and the neces- ganization would be necessary to build and market the sary hitches must be inexpensive. tractor when it was ready for production. He began very This tractor must work faster and better than early to interest business men in a small way financially horses and it must be able to a very large extent 

to utilize the standard 
implements already on 
the farm. 

It must be built of the 
best materials and de- 

, ; signed to give a long . 
life of hard service. 

Finally it must be 
simple, accessible, and . . easily handled. : sm, 

. . ey ee oo Long experience on the farm, 
: Pig hae ol i hes ori ee ee » a8 not only by Mr. Elwood himself, 

hte i ee tbc ibn > fl if n My a Mio tor ee but by those associated with him, ers He “Phe We Oe. Rieti fk bs By See was the prime factor in dictating 4 a Coe i hee 4s a ie a WOU Pies Be a eM] these rec uirements for the suc- AG amt $5 aN Bia’ a MEST fie ee Nae are Ne “ess y “tor S r- 

3 2 a Nase a Re RGR ues NGS cessful tractor. | In must motor 8 Ne ere yet EC LA as te ize: the farm ; it SESE OS a uni- | gti tet Ae a be ES lie <a date eae Gxt Me| versal power plant capable of 4 ews ok Sone HORS Wied aed ony Pg pee ."ae!| quick and easy adaptation by one , . ~ man to any and all farm opera- AN Ati-AROUND Farm MACHINE _ tions. The Ellwood Tractor, ac- and thus formed the nucleus of an organization which has cording to those who have followed it, more nearly meets developed slowly and consistently as the tractor itself has these requirements than any other machine on the market. been perfected. 
Fourteen years is a long time to spend in planning, By the spring of gig, after a small sized model had studying, working toward a single objective. It is a much been experimented with, the first full sized tractor was longer time when the study and the work involve tremen- completed. It was tested on the University Farm, April dous sacrifices and when the only immediate reward is 12, 191g. Since then ten different models have been suc- the satisfaction that comes from good work well done. cessively built and tested, each one embodying the ex- Yet this in some measure is the history of every worth- perience gained on all its predecessors. The total cumu- while achievement, of every major engineering develop- lative result is the tractor as it now stands, a machine ment. And in nearly every case the goal is worthy of the which has given entirely satisfactory service in the hands _ effort. _—_, _—. of farmers for a year and is now to go into quantity pro- THE BRAKES ON AMERICAN AND EUROPEAN MOTOR 

duction, 
(Continued from page 142.) It has been intimated that fwenty years ago in Canada some of the kinetic energy of the moving car to help Mr. Elwood began thinking and working in the direction apply the brakes. of a tractor which would adequately meet the needs of \ second and perhaps more important object is found the farmer of 80, 120, or 160. acres. During all those in applying the railroad principle that the maximum re- years, he has hewn to the line with surprising consistency, tarding effect is obtained when the wheels are just short With the dogged determination of the successful engineer, of locking. 

he has gathered his data, assembled his materials, and The Hallot servo-brake is, briefly, a means of utiliz- then worked and reworked them to bring the most satis- ing the centrifugal force of loaded shoes, revolving with factory results. Always from the start, he has been the propeller shaft or wheel, to increase the braking ac- “guided by certain fundamental requirements of the — tion, When, under the action of the servo-brake, the tractor, if it was to be the generally accepted success rear wheels tend to slow down and lock, the centrifugal which he planned. Some of these requirements may be — shoes let go, and the braking effect is thereby kept just briefly: stated, . short of locking the wheels, a condition very hard to \s an initial minimum requirement, this maintain by ordinary brake mechanism, tractor must do all the different farm operations Servo brakes can be used independently or in connec- that tractors already on the market can do, tion with two- or four-wheel brakes, but four-wheel 
In addition, it must do all other field work, 

s such as planting, cultivating, mowing, harvest. brakes with a servo-brake attachment represents the best ‘ng, spreading manure, ete. development to date. é
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THE 1922 ELECTRICAL SHOW 
By E. D. Baprr, 
Senior Electrical. 

Ye Olde Electrical Laboratory got the surprise of its vacuum tubes received a great deal of attention from the 
life, when nearly 3000 people flocked in to see the Elec- radio fans. 
tricals “do their stuff” on April 20, 21, and 22, The motors High Tension Shocks 
are still humming with joy at the unwonted popularity Schroeder succeeded in putting a real kick into the pro- 
they enjoyed during those three memorable days. This ceedings with the help of a 4,000,000 volt Tesla co!l from 
was the first electrical show ever held in Madison, but — the physics department, and did many shocking things, 
visitors were unan’mous in proclaiming that it could — to say the least. A highly charged wire cage used in 
never be beaten. “Take heed, Class of ’25, your turn comes demonstrating the principles of a static field, afforded 
next, and itis up to you, at least, to uphold the tradition many thrills to the operators as well as the spectators, 
established by the Class of 22. Beat it if you can. and some unusual high tension transmission phenomena 

Thrills and Fun Galore were demonstrated by Parry Moon on a quarter-wave 
The electrical laboratories were crowded from top to length line. The line was the equivalent of a transmis- 

bottom with exhibits. .\musing and spectacular stunts — sion line 765 miles long, and attracted a great deal of at- 
were mingled with historical and technical ones, so that tention from the visiting technical men. 
not a dull spot remained in the entire building. Every- Souvenirs for Visitors 
one, from the grammar school boy to the old-timer in the Emblematical copper fobs were stamped, nickle- 
electrical game, found enough to keep him interested and plated, strung on bits of bright red ribbon, and handed 
amused for more hours than one evening afforded; and to the spectators as they passed the booth of Andree and many came back for a second look. his assistants. The work was well done, and the orna- 

-\n orchestra, recruited entirely from among the elec- ments made effective badges and mementos of the Show. 
tricals, played electrifying music, at frequent intervals. An Education in Technical Features 
‘the Iights dancel, not to the tune of the music, but to In addition to the exhibits designed for amusement, a 
the tune of the changing phase relations in two gener- large number of technical displays formed a stabilizing ors, and the hum of the machinery formed a low under- basis for the show, and the men in charge deserve special tore to the incessant babble of voices that rose toa maxi- mention for the talent and energy displayed in presenting muin whenever the audience found some new wonder to these subjects in a way that could be appreciated by the exclaim upon. average person, but the features were so numerous and Corns and bunions were trampled on in the mob that — so uniformly good that nothing short of a book would gathered about the booth of “electrical mysteries,” where © suffice to detail them all. 
Heinz and company sought to bewilder the people in true . Class of ’22 Establishes Precedent side-show manner. A couple of powerful electro-mag- To stage an electrical show in the laboratories had long nets, hidden under the table enabled them to fry eggs on been a dream of the Electrical Engineers, but it remained ice, light detached lamps in fish bowls, float aluminum for the Class of ’22 to make the dream a reality, and in rings in the air, and do other things that were amusing doing so, they have established a precedent that will stand even to the initiated, and absolutely mystifying to those as a brilliant mark for future classes to aim at. The suc- not acquainted with the phenomena of the magnetic field. cess of their first undertaking has demonstrated its feasi- The little shavers found the land of their dreams in bility, and there is now no reason why other departments “Dinty” Mohr’s railway exhibit, where a little train ran of the Engineering College should not join hands with 
around a track with stations, and switches, and tunnels, the Electricals, in a plan to hold an Engineering Exposi- and everything, and many of them learned a fundamental tion every four years, thereby focusing public attention, pr-ncipal of railroading when they derailed the train by at intervals, upon the practical accomplishments of the improper switching, much to Dinty’s wrath and. their College, and upon its members as individuals. 
own fright. Roswell H. Herrick, 22, President of the Student Many Radio Features Exhibited Branch of The American Institute of Electrical Engi- Bill Gluesing also had an enthusiastic following of neers, initiated the movement last fall by appointing Ernst coming electricals in the Amateur Radio Room, where A. Guillemin, ’22, general chairman of the Show Com- he entertained them with his “line”, and with a display mittee. Success of the show is due to Guillemin’s untir- of what might be called primitive radio receiving sets. ing efforts in organizing and coordinating the efforts of \ set made up mostly of kitchen utensils won the prize the various groups. He was assisted in this work by for simplicity and ingenuity. Hugo A. Rusch, ’23, treasurer of the general committee, A mechanical dog that could be started and stopped by Earl D. Bader, ’22, secretary, and Raymond L. Paulus, a whistle, and Germond’s radio controlled cart were big property manager. The high quality and effectiveness of drawing cards for the radio exhibits that took up a large the exhibits, however, was due to the many other engi- part of the second floor, although the display of receivers, neers, who liberally donated their time and energy to the sending sets, loud speakers, field signal outfits, and — success of the project.
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BRIDGING THE OHIO 

As Top By AN ALUMNUS. 

So accurately operated were the three-legged telescopes, the chord was 33 inches wide. The suspended span 

the big drawing boards, and other engineering equipment weighs 420 tons, and was erected by using cable slings to 

equally puzzling to the popular mind, that when finally hold the bottom chord of each panel until the panel could 

the huge link connecting the two halves of the bridge be bolted and riveted to carry itself. 

shown in the picture below was put into position, the One raising crew of 6 men, one rivetting crew of one 

bolts were slipped into their proper holes without so much heater, 2 riveters, two helpers, and a labor crew of five 

as a hammer tap! men, one extra engineer, a timekeeper, and a foreman 

Wisconsin’s representative in the project was J. P. comprised the erecting force. A resident engineer and 

Bendt, ¢ ’12, who acted as resident engineer of the cor- assistant completed the crew of 26 of the construction 

poration for which the bridge was built. The structure company. Work was begun July rg, 1921, and completed 

splits a 275-miles bridgeless gap across the Ohio River, April 21, 1922. The spans, beginning at the Russell side, 

A, > i Zi tf ee LI ee 

se AO SONA aia 
ee ing sudibetleny 

Tt akan 
spells tae | —— nts ae a RE ¥ as ee we - ang 

Ma ee eae 

THE RUSSELL-IR ONTON BRIDGE 

Fitting the pins into their proper holes when the last huge span finally connected the two parts of the bridge 

required not cven a hammer tap, so accurate was the construction work. . 

being 142 miles up the river from Cincinnati and connect- are respectively 201, 350, 725, and 350 feet in length. 

ing the towns of Ironton, Ohio, and Russell, Kentucky. About 2500 tons of steel and 6200 cubic yards of con- 

The Wisconsin Bridge and Iron Company of North Mil- crete were required in the construction. The bridge is de- 

waukee were the builders. The cost was $700,000. signed for highway and interurban traffic. 

“One interesting feature was the order of erection”, Why High Schoolers Aren't Bridge Builders 

writes Mr. Bendt. “The raising crew would erect a “One item of human interest,” continues Mr. Bendt, 

panel on one side of the river with the bolting crew fol- “is about a lad who had just finished high school last 

lowing. Then they would transfer to the other side of June and who deéided that he wanted to work instead of 

the river to erect another panel, the riveting crew ‘driv- going to college as his father had suggested. He pleaded 

ing up’ the panel last erected. This alternating back and _ several times to be put on, and was told that there was no 

forth across the river worked nicely, for the same crew work for him. Finally he said, ‘Can I work for you for 

profited by its experience in erecting similar panels, sav- nothing? [I’ve got to prove to Dad that I have a job! 

ing sometimes two days in the erection of the second “He worked about five days and on the sixth did not 

panel.” show up. The following Monday he came in all dressed 

“The steel was unloaded by derricks from the railroad up. ‘Guess I’ve got to go to school to learn how that en- 

cars and placed in storage yards where it was handled gineer (Mr. N. W. Chapman, resident engineer for the 

directly to the construction cars which carried it to the Wisconsin Bridge and Iron Company) can find a stake 

working front. The heaviest piece of steel handled was half a mile across the river with only an instrument, while 

the bottom chord for the first panel outside of the piers. I, who put it in myself the first day, have hunted the other 

It weighed 131% tons and was 58 feet long. The most four. Guess I'll go to college.” 

difficult piece to handle was the top chord of the same aa 

panel, it weighing 11 tons. The drift of the boom was “The student who is ranked in the lower half of his 

97% feet and the center of the top chord above the floor class must assume the burden of proof and show distinc- 

was 93 feet. The boom stood vertically when this was tive qualities of leadership or special ability to offsct his 

placed, for the mast was but 7 feet from the truss and scholastic rating.” (W. E. Wickenden, A. T. & T. Co.)
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Which will next year’s 
| captain wear? 

" DOESN’T need much wisdom to predict that 
next year’s nine will be captained by a °23 

man or maybe a °24 man. 

This is no affront to underclassmen. Years of | 
} steady plugging must go before you can handle the 

man-sized responsibility of running a team. 

| That thisis just, seniors will be the first to assert. 
They have seen how well it works for team and col- 
lege. Then let the seniors keep this point of view, 
for soon they will find how closely the principle 
applies to themselves in the business world. 

Captains of industry are not made overnight. 
Don’t expect to step into a managership right 
away. Before you can lead, you’ve got to serve 
in the ranks awhile, 

This is best for your organization and best for 
you. The time and energy you put in working up 
trom the bottom, taking the bitter with the sweet, 
getting the upperhand over your job, will stand 
you in good stead when you have won through 

Published in to executive position. 

the interest of Elec- When you have learned how to handle detail 
trical Development by work, you can begin intelligently to direct other 
an Institution that will men to do it, and thus free yourself for creative 

be helped by what- planning. 

coer helps the You who intend to be captains, have patience. 
Industry. Your year will come and so will your chance. 

fe Electra Western Lleciric Company 
Since 1869 makers and distributors of electrical equipment 

Number 18 of a series 

Kindly mention The Wisconsin Engineer when you write. :
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THE SURVEYING DEPARTMENT’S COLLECTION OF OLD INSTRUMENTS 
By H. H. WHEATON 

Senior Civil. 

A strange o'd brass-fin'shed enginecr’s-level lies in the us ed cn the moter cars of today. (Oh, Boy! Tf Pro- cabinet that stands just outside of Professor Ray Ow.n’s — fesscr Owen would cnly let us freshmen do our chain- office on the first floor of the engineering Building. It ing in a motor bus!) It gave the number of revolutions is worth more than a passing glance for it is the instru- of the wheel on the journey and the surveyor could ment that was used by William M. Hough when he was casily compute distances corresponding to its readings. county survcyor for Dane County between 1853 and 1858. Certainly there !s an odomcter in the collection ; that’s it The engincers of the University took great pride in the there on your port bow. 
appointment of Charles R. Van Hise, a graduate of this All good engineers are familiar with the slide rule, but ~—!leoe a recy Yor a Tnivercity ¢ . 1 < - . : = lege, to the presidency of the University in 1904; but pop so many are acquainted with  slide-rule’s cousin. , ew of us knew that almost exactly fifty years before, a: 2g Fag oe 3 ae Bandy 3 ite . aes y ys ORR panimeter”, The plan’metcr is just as handy a device another engincer, William M. Hough, had been offered when it cones to measuring irregular arcas as the slide- 
meee vs pe Ce Madison, in aoe: from syle is for computations. No matter how odd the shape eekskill, N. Y., where he had been owner anc princ‘pal , ‘ a fsuRE 4 st vi sect : ’ , and outline of a figure, it must yield the secret of its of the Peekskill Boys’ School. Among his pupils were arca to this mag‘cal instrumcnt It isa right-up-to-the- Chauncey Depew and the boy who became General Han- minute instrument, as is the pantograph which reposes 
cock. : in one corner of the cabinet, and the alidade which stands This ancient level is only one of a collection of survey- on a shelf nearby. 
ing instruments and relics that fills the cabinet. There 1 : : ; ‘ figantt con . . Although it contains many articles bes’des those men- is a “scribe” which Icoks like a can-cpener but was used Kaas Be By Bee . ean. tioned here, the collection is in its infancy. It is hoped for another purpose. With ‘t the government surveyors i : my ~ ; . 2 that our fellow engineers will add to ‘t whenever they of fifty years ago carved strang hicroglyphics on trees aad anaeerial. ot iararest 
at section corners. During the interval between that a i 
time and this, many things happened to the trees. Some- TT 
times the bark grew over the marks, covering them com- THE RAYMOND COMPOSITE PILE 
pletely. The modern surveyor is not discouraged by the (Continued from page 141.) 
disappearance of his landmark, however; he peels the splaced ath. # sinete: | bar having a special screw 
tree and uncovers the long lost scribings. One of the repncee’ wits a single Tong bar having a spectal screw int . ti I ‘bit . Se f bark th t welded to its lower end. Just before the conerete is placed nteresting exhibits is a section of bark that grew over .- . * % ; : u 1 a 1 “ 5 th = Fi he in th in the driven pile shell this long rod is screwed into a such scribings and now carries their imprint in the 3 . ‘ suc ” 8 T small steel socket which has previously been set in the negatve. ; : . a RISES O, i ‘ours Fail —— ae wooden pile head and held in place with a steel pin. This 

Our I Aoi < a oe the eee ik tween arrangement fastens the concrete and wooden piles 
was obliged to drag a chain over the many miles of wilder- tightly together, and bending and tension tests on joints ee L The “Chain” sel ghtly together, g j Hees that ne SUnveyed. I ne Chain” was used to meas- of this type have proved that it is somewhat stronger ure distances and derived its name from the fact that it than the joint with the four reinforeing bars, 
was made up into links for convenience in rolling it up. Ate fi: the ie ‘ ae : 
Incidentally, the links served as units of measure. The It aes the idea of a combination wood and “ies name “chain” has adhered to the 100-ft. steel tape that ed pile Is not a particularly new one, since such piles 
is commonly used today by freshmen and engineers, but: @¢ leas . have been used as early as 1905, the Ray- the original, or “Gunter’s” chain was 66 feet long. Such ™ond ee 9 ee pile is new, since it has been in 
a chain is just four rods long, and eighty chains make a use at ‘ 7 mk but about le From time to time mile. Old measurements are sometimes given thus: minor de ai op appeared poh in the construction of Two miles, twenty-seven chains, and fourteen links. The the pile and in the method of installing it, but as has been 
“link” is 0.66-ft. long, on hundred of them making a pointed out, ae and improvements have been made 
chain. Several of the chains are on exhibition. to overcome these dfficulties. The future will probably 

G Washington's successors! ware: ov «fe. outlook bring more changes and improvements but the Raymond eorge Washington’s succes: a ——— : ge 8 : Composite pile has undoubtedly long since passed the ex- for the easier way and developed a painless method of 5 . . . | : measuring distances. When they had a job of measuring perimental stage, and is now prepared to take its place 
fo 6 BR ther was a road available, they attached an among the standard types of foundation construction o do e was ar , c 
“odometer” to the wheel of a vehicle, climbed into the ee 
back seat where they could look around and admire the se . ; : ‘ ° : ‘ Sixty per cent of the presidents, operati nce-presi- scenery, stoked the old corncob, gave the driver the high- Me f presidents, op oa ng vice press 
ball, and rolled off. Even and anon someone’ climbed 4¢nts, and general managers of the railroads of this 
down and took a reading of the odometer. This odom- country began their railroad careers in the engineering 7 
eter was the grand-daddy of the speedometer that is department. § y E 

'
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H Phillips Davi arry Phillips Davis 
Those who have given their lives and their It is the daily expression of qualities like these hearts to the service of the electrical art have that earns a man the regard, as well as the re- early learned that success with larger things is spect, of those who work with him. assembled out of devoted care to the lesser de- . tails. Indeed, they will go further, and demon- Perhaps the foregoing may suggest some of the strate that the little achievements of today are causes that lie behind the success, and this ap- 
the fundamentals that become the big things of __preciation, of Harry Phillips Davis, Vice Presi- tomorrow. Just as Willie Hoppe, the great dent in executive charge of all Westinghouse billiardist, will tell you that there is no such production and engineering activities. During thing as an easy shot in billiards, so electrical the thirty-odd years of his service he has con- specialists have found that frequently the seem- _ tributed consistently to electrical progress, not ingly big conceptions have depended on the per- only by his work on are lights and meters and fection of details that those unfamiliar with transmission apparatus, but by his effective and electrical history would often mistakenly regard loyal attention to the detailed requirements of 
as unimportant. the many activities with which he has been 

Thus the growth of Westinghouse, and of the _ associated. 
great industry of which it is a part, has been Mr. Davis has a reputation for getting things compounded of many ingredients; of vision that Fi sardless of difficulties, His construc 
saw present needs and future requirements, of POR: billtic hay On ot ahi * hi. ® ‘i iby . engineering genius that could bring forth prac- tive al Neh lee seal ae how, an, h eid 7 ue ticable designs to fill them, of courage that never tions to the electrical art ave greatly aided in failed to try once more, of enthusiasm, and in- the maintenance of the engineering supremacy tegrity, and faithfulness to the little and the which is the Westinghouse ideal, and he is rec- 
little-known jobs as well as to those that were ognized, with particular emphasis, as one of those 
bigger and more pretentious. Westinghouse has to whom is due the development of methods for 
always had a need, and a welcome, for men who __ the quantity production of first-grade electrical could supply such qualities. apparatus. 
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Kindly mention The Wisconsin Engineer when you write.
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Oe eo tn tt it i i ne i rt tt ne 

ac aaa a he aaa a a aaa + 

! pt 
| LUNCHES AND DINNERS | 
i ae 1 | YOU FEEL RIGHT | 
I to WHEN YOUR ! 

‘i ” tol ! 
| “THE BADGER ROOM” | | BSES SEE RIGHT | » Td 
| ; 7 : 

i MRS. MAIN, Prop. ' VICTOR S. MAURSETH 
| Badger 2232 i I OPTICAL SPECIALIST i 

PRIVATE PARTIES DINNER DANCES pal State St 

| es | 
Fen nt eB pn i nr 

: Kindly mention The Wisconsin Engineer when you write.
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STUDENTS MAKE EXPENSIVE PATTERNS hours work by the pattern makers. The work was under 

$1.75 per hour is an attractive wage for even the best the supervision of Martin Payton, instructor in pattern 

of pattern makers, but six supposedly impractical, theory- making. Mr. ‘ x. Ritger, university purchasing agent, 

stuffed, classroom senior mechanicals actually did earn conceived the plan of assigning the work to the shop de- 

that wage this semester in the course in advanced pattern partment. | 

making, .a prescribed subject. Their success im the work THE ENGINEERS’ DANCE 

causes one to wonder if our college really is teaching too 

many practical things and not enough theory, as some By Eart CaLpwewt, 

engineering educators might suggest. Sophomore Mechanical. 

Lake Mendota water freezing in the water jacket of There were dances and dances in the past season, but 

the exhaust manifold on the Cardinal, the university life it is safe to suppose that no Slip-sticker enjoyed any of 

boat, created the job for the above mentioned pattern them this year more than he did the Iengineers’ Dance, 

makers. “Cap” Isabel had found upon ordering another This annual cvent, sponsored by Polygon, was held in 

manifold from the builder of the boat that all patterns the Woman’s Building, on Friday, April 28. Those who 

for that model had been destroyed, and that the cost of | were in charge deserve much praise for the judgment and 

making new patterns, core-boxes, and of molding and taste which they displayed. 

machining would be $215. Not wishing to bankrupt the It has become a sort of custom that dances, to be suc- 

university, Cap hunted elsewhere, and subsequently cessful, must be wierd, wld, and clamorous; that they 

learned from Prof. Dabney how, if made in his depart- feature some more or less clever “specialist”; in short, 

ment, the new manifold would be a source of revenue and that they must eclipse in some way, all of their predeces- 

not an enormous expenses. How? Well, cast iron is sors. The Slipstick Prom did that very thing but in a 
far different and altogether pleasing way. It was a splen- 

0 Ao |. did evening, because it was a dance, and not a noisy orgy 

|. fe cece = log, The lights were at the same intensity all evening, hence 

Cr ee ee as | a 6 there was no case of being lost in the dark one second, 

wer na =a cere 0 | and of being blinded by a spotlight im the next second. 
— rod vel oe a 1 = a a ea Nor was there any confetti or serpentine paper to make 

i ee eel ee | things tawdry. The squealing clarinets and laughing 

| | maa. /\ | s 3 | trombones were notably and gloriously absent, and so 

_ a 2 : merry | were the “specialties.” 

j Bs es 7 : ; \ 2 Because it'lacked all of the usual embellishments it was 

| Ua a |} r b a good dance. The essence of any dance is the music and 
HW * . a dignity of the affair. It can be said that the music was 

a oo oe good,—even artistic. It was real music and melody and 

y vos a “ not “hodge-poge”—truly a miracle. May Jess Cohen and 

ne _ ome C his men play like that all the rest of their lives. 

Senior M. E.s in turning out the above patterns for an The good music and the lack of tawdriness gave to the 

exhaust manifold saved the University $175. affair a dignity which came to most of those present as a 

welcome relief in this era of blatancy and jazz.. 

cheap, and student labor still pays three dollars per credit Professors and Mrs. D. W. Mead, R. S. Owen, and 

for being allowed to work. A. V. Millar acted as chaperones. 

So complicated was the job that it is believed to be the eae 

most difficult problem in pattern making ever attempted ENGINEERING FOR GENERAL EDUCATION 

in the university shops. To illustrate: when asked what Continued from page (145.) 

he was doing one of the M. E’s replied that he was “turn- There is required in the technical engineering subjects 

ing the form which shaped the core-box which shaped a rather special kind of reasoning; the solution of prob- 

the core which formed the water jacket.” Both cores lems is based oftentimes on somewhat conflicting data, 

were round and tapered, and were made in plaster paris and yet a result both safe and economical must be ob- 

core-boxes formed by imbedding wooden forms A and B tained. The training in accuracy of execution due to the 

in the plaster mass and allowing to set. Since these pieces drawing, design, laboratory practice, and allied studies 

A and B were easily and quickly turned on lathes, this is of value in any business or professional enterpr:se. It 

. process of making the core-boxes was much easier and is becoming recognized that an engineering training is of 

more accurate than if they were gouged from blocks of — great value in the selection of men to manage business 

wood. Dimensions were taken directly from the casting, affairs. 

which was purposely sawed in several parts, as shown at On account of the wide application of engineering de- 

C, to faciltate the taking of measurements. -velopments it would appear that some fundamental 

Machine time, cost of materials, molding, and installa- knowledge of engineering principles might well form a 

tion charges were $40, leaving $175 assignable to the 100 part of what is known as a liberal education.
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THE SUMMER SURVEYING CAMP 

The seventy-six men who are to go to Devil’s Lake for _<__—_i——1i— =a ae summer surveying this year will find life more interest- Hf = 
ing than it has been in the past. Numerous changes have — gar RY aA 

: ‘ . | MEN Ballity 5 been made in the camp sched- i Pilate IR} 
| hie ule. = if : ate ok X as < eS Phe work will be so ar. — |pq| Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

Mt, Tae ranged that either the  rail- } Schoo! of i 
ee fate) § “AY course or the regular sur- a Chemical Engineering Practice ee ee MA) veying course may be taken Bi 

tie ce i) alone. This is for the con- a A graduate school with station established in industrial I ae OR renionemak wie ‘ ses Be lants located at Bangor, Maine, Boston, Mass., and a A [uae venience of men who have but i Buffalo, New York, where the feld of chemical eee mg ein Niaaeeee! Oe course to com nlete, or f neering is studied systematically on large-scale apparatus i ee ete Soles. : l and where instruction is given in the application of a4 ime —| Who, for some reason do not i chemical and chemical engineering theory to practice, < ae or 4 oy [ces re tha ay anal Se } wish to take more than one. pa The total number admitted to the School is limited [Af ia ‘ Ma} lt will also be possible for be and the students, studying and experimenting in small Q 
sft j a I ‘ toe individual i 

ES 2% prs. men to take from one to four i Groups, receive individual attention; d EEO A weeks of extra work. for Before admittance to the School of Chemical Engineer. (ie on, ee = oes i. ing Practice all students must have adequate preparation ———— = ~ which credit will be given at 1 in chemistry and engineering. The able student can Thr Turxour Proptem the rate of one credit a week ee Senay 1 the Master of Science I 
his extra work will apply on During the past two years representatives of twenty- elective credit, four colleges have attended the School of Chemical . Two new boats have been bought for camp use, in ad- Faipeesring Pincics encl these men comprised over one dition to a new outboard motor. The department has had i : . an Evinrude motor in the past, and with Joe Romeis Rotitartherdatsilasedstress l z : i a R. T. HASLAM, Director, Room 2-131 added as mechanical engineer of the camp, it is hoped 

that at least one boat will always be ready for use. There I School of Chemical Engineering Practice I is to be a floor for the dining tent and a new roof for the ; Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Boston, Mass. camp barn. Indications point to an unusually good stu- > —+ 1 tt rt Pr 
dent orchestra this year. 

tt tt Rt tt 
| 

! ! l | NORTH WESTERN RADIO COMPANY, Inc. 
i 250 STATE ST. a | 

l I IN MADISON BATTERY AND SERVICE CoO. BLDG. I | 
l ! a | | 
| 3 

° ° : i Complete Radio Service i | 
| 

We handle only the best and most reliable equipment such as— 

WESTINGHOUSE 
i GENERAL ELECTRIC i 

RADIO CORPORATION 
| REMLER, ETC. I | 

| I : : | i This Company is Owned and Operated by i 
| “WISCONSIN” MEN ! | 
i 

FOR 

| WISCONSIN MEN i 

ttt tH tattle 
Kindly mention The Wisconsin Engineer when you write.
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F110 te 0 tn 2 — 1 HH + 

| 

| LET US : 
& ! ! | SHOW YOU THE NEW | 

| ! _ 
| Stratford | 7 eo a : a ph TT OE 

| ! Pee ~ tie -—-— a1 SPRING SUITS ait aa” in | | aE Be SEW gaat Winn i i — Ly Le 6 en i The new styles in Hats, Caps and i aa ie) ie ee tl i | ai oma wen’ fo ha) i Furnishings are now on display. i a ig a ee 
i A call will convi that we i aia: SN a. Ale | nvince you that we es. ti ul ° 
i have the merchandise you want : — — oT 
| at the price you will willingly pay. | OE ~ ! | — | 

I Allis-Chalmers Triplex Oil Engine and | mY i Generator Unit 

 €& | 
| I i Specialists in Apparel for Men & Boys I 

| 27 N. PINCKNEY ST. | DIESEL ENGINE DRIVE 
a a a 2th ttn sn 

(ns The high thermal efficiency of the Allis- 
i i Chalmers Diesel Engine and its special cons- 

tructive features, together with the fact that 
i i it can be pumped makes it a particularly ec- : 
| | onomical and desirable form of prime mover. | i 1 

' 
Complete electric power units Diesel en- 

i Branch i gine driven and engines for either direct con- 
B f ° ‘ nected or belted service are designed and built 

i ank O vy ISCONnSIN i by the Allis-Chalmers organization. 
; CAPITAL and SURPLUS, $360,000.00 
; State and Gilman Sts. 

| | | wt | | ALLUIS-CHALMERS | | I MANUFACTURING COMPANY | | pe 2 
3 AVIAN 

1 | sre TS eee suas JO, tunel, 
I | ons end te acines ChE» vig comneesony aie geaues 
! | FLOUR ano saw Mic MACHINERY Ke Semmes, vy POWER TRANSMISSION MACHIERY | i Say 
bene MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN. U.S.A. 

Kindly mention The Wisconsin Engineer when you write.
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Lt A RN 

i ! 
| 

| 

| “MADISON BLUE” | 
| 

| 

| | 
t . | 
i A Mark of Quality on Blue Prints or Rectigraph Prints i 

| | 
| e e : | 

| Madison Blue Print Company | 
| PHONE B-6800 28 W. MIFFLIN ST. | 

Te SE po ee RN 

SS rns 1 HN RH
 mm HH mh | tm 1 ra 

! 
| 

| AFTER THE SHOW— 
i AFTER THE DANCE— 
| 

! 

| | 

| ! 
| l | [he Chocolate Shop | 
| i 

528 State St. 
| 

| 
i 

ree he 
ee Ht + 

i (UR APPEARANCE WANTS TO BE i 

| i 

| RIGHT 
Let us make it so 

| That Suit will be i 

| CLEANED andPRESSED | 

| AT THE 

eee PANTORIUM e025 iss | Madison, Wisconsin B. 1180 — B. 1598 

eee eee HH
 HHH ttt 

ent tt tH Ht A tt BH I HH a 

| 
| | 9 t 9 l ! 

| Frank’s Restaurant | | Runkel’s Barber Shop | 
821 University Ave. | 10C RS 

i i | i 
| QUALITY— | Never Loses a Customer | 

| SERVIC E— ii i , 

PRIC E— On State near Frances 

| | | | 
en a nt nn a tt tt tt tt ett fn te tn tn 8 in th tt tt mnt tt tt tt tt tee 
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THE STAFF , 

Pfeifer Bohman Drewry (Editor) Streek Thiel 
Rusch Wupper Bader Buese (Manager) Sogard Kolb 

Chase Phillips Blanch Smart Hirshberg 

AN INVITATION This issue of THE WISCONSIN Millar, Maurer, and others of the faculty. Nevertheless, 
peeee SCHOOL ENGINEER is being sent to the the school has missed its Dean and is happy in the thought 

high schools of the state as a re- that he will soon return. Xu 7 
minder to you men who are about ready to begin laying 
plans for your after-high-school career, that you have not “Every man owes some of his time to the upbuilding of 
yet exhausted the educational possibilities which your the profession to which he belongs.” 
State offers you. We suggest that you give serious con- —— 
sideration to the matter of obtaining a college training. THE SIGNET The tides of favor flow and ebb. A Cis 
If you decide to do so we can assure you that you will sipg ACTIVITIES few short years ago the faculty ie 
find no better facilities anywhere than are offered right members of this college were urging . 
here in Wisconsin, in the state university at Madison. the somewhat diffident and retiring engineering student Cush 

We mention this to you, not with the desire to swell to go into outside activities for the purpose of rounding @~ 
the already large attendance at the university, but with out his training. Employers added their voices to the Komando 
a desire to attract those men who are able and willing to tocsin of the teachers and the tide was in flow. The “oat 
carry on the honorable traditions of our university and student hearkened to the advice and plunged into vari- Odve~ 
particularly our College of Engineering. The weak and ous affairs. Ags was to be expected, individual students (4++ 
trifling creatures we do not want; the high grade man have displayed poor judgment in apportioning their time 
is always welcome, no matter how crowded our halls may and effort between scholastic work and their “activi- 
be. ties’, and have gotten themselves into various and 

It is hoped that you will find the contents of this issue sundry jackpots. Now certain faculty voices are heard 
of interest. If you desire further information in regard protesting against the act'vities. The tide begins to ebb. 

to engineering, or this college, we will gladly answer your Will the tide run out until the activities are left gasp- 
questions, as student to student, if you address your letter ing for air and existence? It is to be hoped not, for 
to the Editor of this magazine. wo] they serve a useful purpose. Granting that scholastic 

—_—___—_ work is the prime business of the student during his col- 
THE DEAN’S The recovery of Dean Turneaure lege residence,—and we do grant it—the fact remains 
RECOVERY from his long and severe illness is that the outside activities give him the opportunity of 

the cause of rejoic’ng among students, faculty, and alumni displaying and developing four most desirable personal 
of this college. That the work of the college has gone qualities: Courage, energy, talent, and unselfishness. 
forward so well during his absence is a tribute to his abil- No man can undertake and carry to success any of these 

ity as an organizer as well as to the energy of Professors (Continued on page 156.)
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; H. A. PHILiirs 

NELSON TROPHY RACE CLOSE with Notre Dame, is recovering slowly, and will lose this 

Featured by close competition in all branches of sport, S¢mester’s work at the University entirely. George has 
the Nelson trophy race this year is proving an interest- been on crutches a few times, but finds the going pretty 
ing competition between the Letters and Science and hard, and spends most of his time in a wheel chair. : 

Commerce students, the Agrics, and the Engineers. With Sion aaaae ae 

basketball, cross-country, sw’mming, indoor track, and CREW STARTS LATE ; 

gymnastics run off, other events are under way, and sev- Unfavorable weather in the form of a late spring has 

eral are yet to be started. handicapped the crew considerably this year, though it 

In cross-country, the first event of the year, the Engi- finally managed to get on the water April 20. The boys 

neers took first, Commerce second, and Letters and are out regularly now, and look like a bunch of real oars- 

Science third. Basketball was won by commerce and men. Coach Harry “Dad” Vail is one of the best in the 
second place was taken by Letters and Science, while the Country, and Wisconsin’s crew this year ought to be a 
athletic department seems to have no record of third and good one. 

fourth. Indoor track was won by Letters and Science, The University of Manitoba crew is to be entertained 
with the Agrics second, Engineers third, and Commerce here May 27, in the first race of the year for the Badgers. 

fourth. Gymnastics was won by the Engineers, with This is also Venetian night, and the date of the State | 

: Agrics second and Commerce third. Interscholastic track meet. Negotiations are under way 

Of these five events, the Engineers have taken first in to bring the strong University of Washington crew here 

two, cross-country and gymnastics, second in swimming, when they are on their way cast, and if time trials war- : 
third in track, and probably third in basketball. Track rant it, it is possible that the Badgers too will be seen at 
and basketball count more than the other events, and a Poughkeepsie. Coach Va'l is also cons:dering an invita- 

summary of the probable points gives the Letters and tion to row the Duluth Boat Club, which defeated Wis- 
Science boys 84, Engineers 78, Commerce 69, and Agrics consin last year by only a length and a half, and later won 

63. ‘This is not necessarily a correct rating, as several the National championship at the Buffalo regatta. 

unknown positions have been assumed, in order to dis- The men who sit in the shell now are: Newcomb, 

tribute all the points. stroke; Johnson, seven; Crozier, six; Schultz, five; 

‘ Baseball, outdoor track, crew, and soccer will be the Plettner, four; Turner, three; Puestow, two; Captain 

‘deciding factors. The first three of these are major Tocpfer, one. Okerstrom, recently declared eligible, and 
sports, and count high for points. In addition, there are a member of last year’s crew, may replace one of the men 

+ tennis, handball, boxing, wrestling, and a number of in the shell now, and Jones, a husky sophomore, also 

i other events to be heard from. It is simply up to the looks good. 

, , Engineers to step out and win that trophy! a ee cae 
ie cee aie ‘i EDITORIALS 

KNOLLIN PLACES AT PENN (Continued from page 155.) 

Captain Al Knollin, hurdler, and Dale Merrick, outside activities without being called upon to exhibit 

vaulter, represented the University at the Penn relays all four of these qualities. On the other hand, a man 

April 29, Knollin placing third in the 120-yard race, and can slide through four years of required college work 

Merrick ,who won the vault last year, tying for fourth. and walk off with a diploma at the end of it all, and not 
These men deserve considerable credit for placing in the have a single one of the’ four qualities in his make-up. 
events, since the track men have been out doors for less We believe the activities are worth while. 

than a month. But while activities have their value, they should not 

The larger squad went to the Drake relays, at Des be overvalued. The first business of the student is his 

Moines, that day. Stolley, Wisconsin’s other hurdler, . study. If his required work does not consume all of his 
took second in the 44o-yard hurdles and Sundt placed time and energy, then he may take on outside affairs 

second in the shot put. until he has reached his limit. That limit varies with 
CEM SCR the individual; a man must learn his limit and stay 

FINKLE RECOVERS SLOWLY within it. And first of all must come the real business 

George F:nkle, ’23, who broke his leg in the dual meet of the student,—his required scholastic work. x 

| Ww
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Fett tt ttt tA nt ay penn nnn 
! 1 oi I 
| ii | 
| j | MAKE AN IMPRESSION WITH YOUR LAST j 
i ! 3 3 5 SE NIORS! i jf REPORTS i 
i He ii . j 
i : ij i ; Be Photographed to] : graphed in Your Cap and Gown |; USE BERKSHIRE BOND 

CARL THOMAS PHOTOGRAPHER | | 
: lot t 
| “On the Square” | | A fine, white paper; just the thing fer reports and | 

| ! topics. It makes a clean leoking job. Your instruc- ! 

| | | ters like to read from it. | | 1 | | a a Men tt i i 
It a ne i It Pays to Buy in Quantity | 

| tf ! 

! 1D AN 1 | $1.15 to $3.35 i 
| Per Ream 

2 a 4 | . : 

t = a “ | | Also in Smatler Quantities I | BERNARD’S PARK to] ! 
i Every Friday and Saturday Night : N d’ i 

JACK CORNELIUS, Student Manager etherwoo Ss 

| Roats Leave Park Street Landing 8, 8:30, 9 and 9:30 i i 519 State St. B. 701 i 
| Boyd’s Orchestra i ij i 
| in | i 

Ft tt te Nn fe te imine letersi -—= teense ad ee & 
i | 
| Like the “ENGINEER,” we take great pride | 
| in our work. We are proud of our beautiful | 
| ee city, our university and capitol. We know it ! 
! - | | al is second to none anywhere, so we are striv- ! 

nt ine aha ing to have our service at the same standard. | 

l hme ES dloedhe | pee Phone : | 

CJ Ne) BAPBOOGER 
YELLOW GAB & TRANSFER CO. i. 

| i 

SB niente eee ee A HN he i He cy £0 119 SH 

! Ll ! | il Do you play BILLIARDS? | 
| i od AEC ‘ I ; ° : po Or Smoke CIGARS? : | (he Wisconsin 1 
| i | Or Fat CANDY? i 

BARBER SHOP Eave You any Use for a 

i i] SODA FOUNTAIN? i 

Then You’re Looking for 

827 University Ave. i | Bred Mautzg | 
| i | 823 University Ave. i 
| I I I Pic nenreneerenecganacapcemcecamepsesaimcin tl  Bicedcitaeeee mee enna wean cepeageage gh 

Vega Banjos and Gibson Mandolins at HOOK BROS.
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SO TO TTS 

RS ODOT OOOU OOOO COTO TT os 

E. D. Baver 

ANOTHER WISCONSIN ENGINEER IN THE AN UNUSUAL “BIRD’’ 

LIMELIGHT By A. J. Goedgen, ¢ ’07, in the Alumni Magazine 

Olaf Laurgaard, c ’03, CE ’14, is being boomed as a candi- Sixteen years ago, seven “07” Electricals formed a little 
date for Second Vice-President of The American Association lub and called it the Direct Current Dynamo Club, or, mathe- 
of Engineers. He is the presiding officer of the Oregon Chap- ‘™atically, simply DCDC or “DC Squared. “ R. L. Dick”) 
ter, and has the support of many of the strongest chapters Loesch, L. F. (“Louie’) Reinhard, C. W. (“Chuck”) Green, 
in the West. Laurgaard’s record as printed in the bulletin E. Pp. (Stroke ) Hubbard, Manager, Allen Hibbard, R, B. 
sent out by the Oregon Chapter is an enviable one, even for (“Mare”) Anthony, and A. J. (“Al”) Goedgen made up the 
a Wisconsin Engineer, and we are proud to know that he is ™embership. RE 9 
one of our alumni. His record indicates, among other things, Graduation came along and “Dick” Loesch started a round- 
that he is warried, and has two children, a son nine years of Tobin letter among the seven members. This “robin” has 
age and a daughter eleven; that he is a member of the Port- flown over its nationwide circuit since the summer of 1907, 
land Chamber of Commerce, Portland City Club and other 2nd is still as active a bird as ever. Its route includes Mil- 
social and fraternal clubs and societies; that he is the Presi. Waukee, Chicago, Montrose (Colorado), San Francisco, New 
dent of the State Board of Engineering Examiners, which has York City, and Baltimore. It makes its circuit every six to 
in charge the registration of engineers, and that he is City eight weeks and has already traveled a million miles. It 
Engineer of the City of Portland. During 1917 and 1918 he ™ight be said “the first million miles are the hardest,” as each 
was a member of the Oregon State Legislature from Mult- Year the “bird” is more deeply endeared to DC’. 
nomah County, and acted as Chairman of the Committee on It has served to keep seven college chums in close touch 
Irrigation, was a member of the Committee on Roads and 8 it seems only a round-robin letter could do. The contents 
Highways, and wrote the New Irrigation District Code, the Of the big envelope are always highly informal and. very In- 
State Highway Code, Sanitary District Code, and other de- teresting. It contains everything fron one of “Louie” Rein- 
velopment measures which were enacted into laws at tha, hard’s stories to a political discussion, or a report of some 
time, member's visit at Madison, or apicture of “the family.” 

5 | > : . . : . friendships are usually the best of our entire lives. 
Ray Behrens, c ’19, is resident construction engineer with on eee bende up : by, : the Wisconsin Highway Commission on 1914 miles of con- gp why, nol continue them systematically by means of “round- 

crete paving on Highway 15 in Washington County. His See . ¥ . ‘ . a ay address is Allentown, Wisconsin. Dwight Stiles, ¢ ’20, who has been assistant engineer in the 

C. C. Boardman, m ’10, is assistant general manager of the testing, laboratory. of the Wisconsin Highway Commission Western United Gas and. Bleue Co Aurora. Til since his graduation, has resigned, and accepted employment 
; Wes a ghee . with the American Bureau of Inspection and Tests. His new 
Bernard C. Brennan, c ’05, city engineer of Kenosha, Wis., address is 1741 Monadnock Block, Chicago. Dwight’s train- 

has resigned to enter the road-contracting business. ing fits him admirably for his new duties. 

_ R. W. Cretney, ch ’21, asks that his address be changed R. E. Stoelting, c ’09, city planning engineer for the city of 
from 242 Spruce St., to 262 South Broadway St., Aurora, Ill. Mliwaukee, has recently been appointed head of the Depart- 

Herbert Glaettli, ¢ °19, spent a few days in Madison lately. ment of Public Works. F. W. Ullius, Jr., ¢ ‘11, Engineer of 
Herb is with the Prairie Pipe Line Company at Independence, Shorewood, Wis., has been appointed to succeed him as city 
Kansas. planning engineer. 

Scranton H. Gregg, ¢ ‘21, is not with the Wisconsin High- Ferrest E. Smith, m ’21, has changed his address from 60 
way Commission as announced in the last issue of the ENGI- West Schiller, to 4426 Grand Boulevard, Chicago, Ill. 
eee He lias, been, ae is, with the Wallace-< Tiernan Erich G. Schroeder, ¢ 14, is in business in Milwaukee as 
ing pany o 80, where ne 1s engaged in sales engincer- the Erich G. Schroeder Co., specializing in engineering and 

Louis R. Howson, ¢ ’08, C.E. 12, was made a member of building service: the firm address ig: 405 Broadway. . 
the firm of Alvord and Burdick, consulting engineers of Chi- _A. R. Taylor, EE 714, is acting as budget engineer for 

cago, on January 1. The firm will be Alvord, Burdick, and Henry L. Doherty and Co., of New York. He called at Madi- 
Howson. son the eighth of April. 

R. B. Kile, e ’15, has resigned his position with the Edison J. W. Watson, e ’02, is in charge of the committee on gowns 

Cox monwealth Company, (Brooklyn Office), and is now doing and decorations for the ’02 class reunion which is to take 
electrical engineering work with a Texas Company. place in June. 

, Charles A. Rau, e 17, has resigned his position with the Harry R. Whomes, m ’00, is production manager for the 
Corn Products Refining Company, and has accepted the posi- Dearborn Truck Company, at Chicago. Myron M. Fewler, 
tion of master mechanic with Jansen & Schaefer, Municipal e ’0i, is engineer for the General Electric Co. at Chicago. 
Contractors, having their offices at Pekin, Illinois. This com- These two are now more or less dignified members of their 
pany has been doing considerable concrete highway work, prcefession, but back in the tail end of the 19th Century they 
laying as much as one mile of concrete road per week. were underclassmen taking math under Charlie Slichter. 

Aubrey H. Bond, c ’17, is captain in the Engineer Corps, And it came to pass one day that Whomes sat behind Fowler 
War Department, Washington, D. C. in class and was moved to write with chalk upon the back 

“Nick” Isabella, c ’14, assistant maintenance engineer with that was placed before him so temptingly. Professor 
the Wisconsin Highway Commission, at Madison, writes on  Slichter saw what was going on and spoke. “If you have 
“The Wisconsin Idea as Applied to Detours” in the “Concrete anything to publish, Mr. Whomes,” he said, “better use the 
Highway Magazine’? for April. Cardinal.” Unabashed, Whomes answered, “This is better. 

O. Laurgard, ¢ 03, CE 714, has been nominated second vice- The Cardinal hasn’t such a big circulation.” 
president of the American Association of Engineers. R. T. Logeman, c ’99, acted as business manager for the 

A. H. Martin, e ’09, is with the Wisconsin Highway Com- Chicago alumni club play, “On Wisconsin”. 
mission, | He called at Madison recently. John M. Woed, m ’17, writes that he is employed with the 

Karl C. Miller, ¢ '21, is with the Corrugated Bar Company Stout Engineering Company of Detroit, makers of the first 
at the Chicago office of the company. 5 all-metal aeroplanes in this country. The first product of the 
_L. F. Nelson, ¢ 716, was in Madison recently. He is De- company, a duralumin monoplane, successfully made its first 

signing Engineer for the Paul J. Keelman Company of Mil- flight April 26, near Detroit. Mr. Woods’ work has consisted 
waukee. His, visit to Madison was made in connection with of the design of rolls for sheet metal structural members, 
the preparation of estimates for the new Madison Gas & and the layout and checking of jigs for wing spars, as well 
Electric Company’s addition. as having charge of the construction of the fuselage. 

f ty A ’
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SM Cs 

1+ CAMPUS NOTES -[ 
ese LLDUDOQELOOOE OOOO COCC DOC OOC TOOOO OOOT 

J. W. Smarr 

Instructor, (to Senior Civil in the Dynamo Lab for the The success of the recent Electrical Snow was due to 
first time.) “Now in this experiment, you get the char- the able chairmanship of Ernst Guillemin, assisted by H. 
acteristic of this generator.” L. Rusch, treasurer, E. D, Bader, secretary, and R. L. 

Same Civil (three minutes later, at the instrument room Paulus, property manager. 

wndow): “I want an ammeter, a voltmeter, and the SS NS ais a ae 

characteristic for machine No. 1056.” SICKNESS DE LUXE: Among the numerous 
STN a Sen ARR IAELE tokens of regard which came to Dean Turneaure during 

Steen (in HE. E. 143a): “The reason the sixth har- his many weeks at the Methodist Hospital this spring, 
monic is eliminated in an alternator with a 5-6 pitch is the rad'o receiving set, which was installed at his bedside, 
because it is not present.” stands out with pecul‘ar interest. It causes a revolution 

; Caan tae auntie in our views of sickness. The invalid of the past,—a 

Strock (to group at the radio booth, Electrical Show, pathetic figure, cut off from the activities and pleasures of 

listening to music from loud speaker): “Listen care- health—is metamorphosed into a luxurious individual 
fully, ladies and gentlemen. That music you hear is com- who has his meals brought to him, and listens to con- 

ing all the way from Schenectady, New York.. ...” certs, sermons, and weather reports whilst comfortably 
Voice in loud speaker : ensconced between two sheets. It’s a gay life—‘f you 
“. ... WHA broadcasting, Department of Physics, don’t weaken. 

University of Wisconsin.” EU TN GSES Ta A 

aR aCe ay Sey One gift, which was prepared for Dean Turneaure, 
“Did Polly Phase you?” never reached him. A small crystal-detector set was 

“No, but Anna Lyze to me.” j made by Mr. Romare, the college mechanician. It is an 
| PUT Tc as a unusual'y neat bit of work, mounted in a box about six 

Our idea of a soft snap is coupling up the beat notes inches square by four deep. It was just ready for de- 

on a wave train. But,—you must be careful to avoid in- liberty at the time the more powerful set was installed in 

terference. the hospital. 

If a RICHMAN got too SMART, and STROCK a Mr. Wise, of the electrical department, has recently 
STEIN with a KNOTT in the DOHRway, and if MAC blossomed forth with a new Jordan car. Yes, Mr. Wise 
CANN walk across a MAN’S FIELD, WU WOOD not and Mr. Jordan are prominent alumni of the University. 
be SHOKT and emBARRUSed ? Rumor has it that every time the car gets parked in the 
HuRAHR for our side! garage for the night, it gets its left hind wheel removed, 
WATTS it to you, anyhow ? _ said wheel reclining peaceful'y with the owner until the 
We hope that GOETZ across to you. dawn approacheth. 
It OTT to, at any rate. S SNS SS 
Humbly submitted in the hope that it may assist the UP-TO-DATE WAYS TO FOOL THE MODERN 

editor to make up the Campus Notes. Hay 
The Gold Dust Twins. 

We thank the Gold Dust twins for the above dozen. Heo veeveree This is) station XW i. s222 43 Pittstroib 
Let’s hear from them again next year. WHO-0;0:070-1 BBE ot. —42>-~---- Daily ‘bed-time 

CB ae es story — Gr-r-r — Gwe-e-e-e-e. Once upon a time there 

The University was visited on April 21 and 22 by ae was a beautiful little girl who lived in — Blurp-ur- blup- 

California Commission on Agricultural Education, Dr. b!P- ------------ 
Alwood. Mead, professor of Rural Institutions and Irri- Span aT TST 

gation Practice at the University of California, chairman Dean F. E. Turneaure is a member of the national com- 
of the California Land Settlement Board, and a member mittee on commercial engineering appo'nted by the U: S. 
of the commission, spoke to the junior and senior engi- commissioner of cducation to investigate business train- 
neer.ng students, April 21, on “A State Experiment in ing of engineers and engineering training of business 
Land Settlement’. students.
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| ; 
TY PEWRITE WHEN YOU THINK OF 

| oer | GRADUATION GIFTS 

| EXPERIMENTS THINK OF 
ZREMES and | KLITSNER 

OUTLINES | 
! <a 2 at 
| | 
| Bester Wark anid een peat | Highest Class Jewelry at Popular Prices ? in Less Time j | ; an — 

Can be Filed for Future Reference 
i a SUGGESTIONS 

INSTRUCTIONS IN USE OF A TYPEWRITER FOR: CO-EDS ror WEN 
i — i Diamonds Diamonds 
i i Rings Rings 
i 7 Watches Watches 
| LZ E I I EX | Eracelets Searf Pins 
| ae Y ld = Md a J T ER 2 ! Pearls Cuff Links 
| E YA. hes Bhs Fes Bes al | Lavaliers Waldmer Chains 
i | Ear Props Knives 
i i Mesh Bags Combs 
Fe nn i ee it tt tt tn nna Cuff Pins Pens 

Vanity Cases Pencils 
——————————————SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS——S—S—SSSSSSSSS= Derines Febs . 
Ee Coin Furses Cigarette Cases 

Evershap Pencils Cigarette Holders 

and Pens Ash Trays 

Brecches S caving Sets 

Far Pins Safety Razors 

Teilet Sets Pinsculars : 
Manicure Sets Field Glasses 

THE lA Camecs Emblem Jewelry 
Lergnettes Nevelty Jewelry 

SOHNS ONS: uRPHY 

—— SHOE 

ASCULINE all the way L. Klit ° , ‘ 1SMner 
thru; styled right, made 

° ° ° ° OPTOMETRIST AND JEWELER 
right, priced right; the kind 

TAT. t. BADGER 3165 of shoe you ought to wear. 218 STATE ST DGER 3165 

Olson & Veerhusen Co. 
The name KILITSNER on a box, like 14k gold, 

Hart Schaffner & Marx Clothes es 5 
means it's Genuine 

| Jd 

Vega Banjos and Gibson Mandolins at HOOK BROS.
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rs | rs | 

I Phone Badger 2646 148 S. Blair St. ! | OVER A MILLION ! 

| ROLLS OF FILM | 
| ze "i velo; an rinted in our ve | 

: i THE DAVIS z | | have beet old aa har iota ‘toby this ‘ene we | 

| 1 | ‘ | 
i TRANSFER COMPANY i | W E—D 0 | 
| to] | 
i to] : ‘ | 
| FREIGHT AND BAGGAGE i | McKillop Art Co. i 

D. Davis, Manager Madison, Wis. fitadicon 650 State St. Wiseonain 
| | | Medians, 

ee th en eh 
Feet ttt tt 8 A A BD ; sSfopenmtecen ape acre tre Ne A NC A BR 7 

tot ! 
| 4 Lo rn | | Class Pipes ; ; Sumner & Cramton | 
| 1 I | i 924 , 1 i | HUYLER’S CANDIES 

| WwW vy L | ALL ROLL FILMS BOUGHT HERE | 
ANY YEAR OR DESIGN DEVELOPED FREE 

i i | TATIONERY. i : 9 7 += DRUGS, STATIONERY, i 
MORG A N S TOILET SUPPLIES, ETC. 

532-534 State Street 670 State St. Postal Station 
hs one erie rE: Quien nen nee eee ee mENen, 

a a a a 

| 1 | ! 
| 1 ol | 
| VITAMINES -:- FATS -:- PROTEIN | | | 

SUGAR YOUR CLOTHES.-.- 

i i i 
{| ALL IN ONE PLEASING DISH OF ICECREAM [| i 
| {| A few minutes of your time | 
I i | : of 
j _ When you eat a dish of cold, delicious | | spent with us for the purpose of i 
| “VELVET,” you are not only receiving en- i | inspecting the new ideas in i 
| joyment from its smoothness and creamy [ j i 
i content, but are at the same time furnish- {  j SUITS, CAPS, HATS, i 
| ing ycur body with four vital food ele- j | i 
| ments. [| SHIRTS and NECKWEAR | 

[| 
| . , - Ll will be appreciated. We show | i BUY OUR WEEK-END SPECIALS i | i 
i ii at all times the new things at j 

prices that are right. 

| KENNEDY || : 
| || Speths — | | | th | | DATRY CO. |. é | 
| . . I | On State I 
j B. 7100 618 University Ave. | | i 
; i : pi 

Kindly mention The Wisconsin Engineer when you write.
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Pi Tau Sigma, honorary mechanical engineering so- DEAN MILLAR’S DESCRIPTIVE GEOMETRY WINS 
ciety, initiated the following, all juniors, into its organ- RECOGNITION 
ization, April 27: T. L. Ahern, A. F. Bowers, W. H. “There is just one textbook on descriptive geometry 
Carson, L. M. Johnson, R. W. Kahlenberg, D. A. Me- that presents the subject in conformity with the way it is 
Arthur, J. L. Peterson, R. H. Raube, John Slezak, and used in practical work”, says Professor Ketchum, Uni- 
B, F. Wupper. Prof. Orth was made an honorary mem- versity of Utah, “and that book is the one written by 

ber. : Millar, Maclin and Markwardt of the University of Wis- 
nee consin”. This should be an inspiration to the sophomores 

Tau Beta Pi, honorary engineering society, announces ow struggling with the mysteries of descriptive geometry, 
the election of the following: E. G. Mansfield, ¢ ’23, H. 2d should show them that there is some object in draw- 
L. Rusch, e ’23, K. M. Watscn, ch.’23, M. C. Hansen, ch — itig all those lines after all. 
’23, R. E. Johnson, e ’23, D. M. Harbaugh, m ’23, D. H. In a letter published in the Engineering News-Record 
Edwards, ch ’23, E. B. Jewell, ¢ 23, W. J. Tesch, ch ’23, of March 30, Professor Ketchum says, “For a number 
L. G. Adam, e ’23, J. L. Peterson, m ’23, C. F. Buchner, 6f years I have taught descriptive geometry from several 
min ’23, C. E. Wheeler, ¢ 723. Cifferent textbooks. New textbooks are coming onto the 

eee market continually, To my mind there is such a display 
A. S.C. E. BANQUET of ignorance on the part of the writters of these textbooks 

. that I am constrained to offer a few comments with the 
An excellent banquet was enjoyed by the student chap- idea of helping some of your readers, especially those who ter of A. S.C. IE. at Wesley Hall on May 9 Faculty and teach the subject. 

local members were guests. Though this was the first 

annual banquet, it was a decided success. _ — 
oe Forty-four civil engineering students—mostly juniors 

: : ' : with a sprinkling of seniors—spent April 10, 11, a g During the progress of the Electrical Show, “Al” Klann. a SE sor Sk pen Los par inl 12 oe : . in Chicago and vicinity on an inspection trip. They were was explaining the action of a transformer with the as- " : : i chaperoned by Professors Kommers, Van Hagan, and sistance of a model to a group of girls. “You see the A ae . : ¥ ‘ 5 f Withey, and Mr. Stivers. The places visited included changing magnetic field due to the primary induces a 

voltage in the secondary which causes a current to flow - 5 
thus lighting this little lamp. Notice that there are no a C3 : ee ee OM Ba ae 
wires of any kind connecting the two coils. Co e se | | ana | ioe \e 4 

Girlin group: “Do you mean to say there are no wires oa OE | baal lee acer 
between the two?” 1: jin toe ao ery - amen r a : ’ iu TP ite Aina sine ae "No conection whatever 6 eee | 

Girl (after a moment’s pause): “Nope, you can’t kid a ew a Aus ry Api § Oa a 
me ” | area v a M7 a ia ee 7 a a Sig 

4 ——- * eo : hs epee According to the FE. FE. department a squirrel cage S C has D b dager 

motor is used to start a synchronous motor without hunt- e - ‘ ns ie oe re 
TT if 

Twelve miners and an instructor recently spent about ‘ 
a week in Mayville inspecting mines. To-quote from the Ce : ae. : — 
“Mayville News”, they spent their time “hiking to and SE Re 

“ 1. +e ata: a ience.” from the Steel and Tube mines for practical experience. Junior Crirs on Inspection 

Mr. Aagaard in S. & G. 1: “Now at this point the About half of the party that looked over the Chicago 

inlet valve opens, and it stays open until it closes.” & Northwestern Company's passenger terminal. 
“Ain’t nature grand ?” . . 

the Indiana Steel Company’s plant at Gary, the Buffing- 

It has been reported that a new boat is to be put on '" plant of the Universal Cement Company, the Cly- 
Lake Mendota to assist the Cardinal in its life-saving bourn Avenue plant of the Northwestern Terra Cotta 
pursuits. The old launch will be used as an auxiliary life- Company, the passenger terminal of the C. & N. W. Ry. saving launch, and as “Dad” Vail’s coaching launch, Company, the freight terminal of thre Soo Ry., and the 

tunnels of the Chicago Warehouse & Terminal Company. 

Members of the Mechanics department, their wives and ~ 
Prof. and Mrs. Millar were entertained at a dinner part The mining and metallurgy department is furnishin Patty is gy dey ig 
by Prof. and Mrs. M. O. Withey, Friday evening, April free of charge to radio fans the much sought for galena 
2. crystals, tested and guaranteed good for “detecting.”
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ALUMNI NOTES One of the characteristics of any mercury arc rectifier 

(Continued from page 157) is that the loss (consisting of the product of the current 
lor ENGAGEMENTS Z . and potential drop in the arc) is constant for all values 

hi ene nnd oie? eee Oearg by Mae Orith the Sew. of voltage. The drop across the arc is from thirteen to 
erage Commission of Milwaukee. twenty volts, and is not materially affected by the long 

Herbert Schrader, m oP e indies, Elgin Ill. separaticn necessary in high voltage converters. This 

ie Me. and ‘Ties. WE BIRTHS 04) a danghter, Jane es that the higher the voltage at which the converter 
Motel Be rs. W. 3. Dennett, m ») a daughter, is operated, the higher will be the efficiency. 

To Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Gibson (g ’08,) a son, Wynn Gordon, High overload capacity is also obtainable. 

at) Me and Mrs. W. P. Wolff, (min 712,) a son, James Taste II. 

ere std Mrs Re. A. Baxter, (c ’20,) a son, Ivan Pett, Duration of Overicad % Normal Rating 
January 29. Minutes Permiss'ble 

To Mr, and Mrs. Herbert Brown, e717, a daughter. 4 300 
To Mr. and Mrs. R. B. Kile, e ’15, a daughter. 
Mr. and Mrs. Stuart C. Lawson, min ’17, have announced the 5 200 

birth of a daughter, Jean Gertrude, on April 19. io 150 
(Td Mr. and Mrs. John Glaettli, c ’09, a daughter. 
‘Vo Mr. and Mrs. Rebt. M. Connelly, c 716, a daughter, Mary 30 125 

Patricia. ee Additional features are: 
WAY STUDY ~—— Flav'ng two faculty members named 1. Small floor space. Can be placed in out-of-the-way 

eV GUN EE RD Gar well forward in the list “Greatest places since all the operation is done at the switchboard. 

Living Engineers” and being com- 2. Needs no heavy foundations. 

poscd of many others of national reputation, the teaching 3. Its simplicity and ruggedness adapt it to automatic 

force of our college surely cannot be charged with being stubstaticn work. It requ‘res little more attention than a 

theorists by even the most exacting cravers of vocational transformer, and would eliminate the high-priced at- 
education. Students in Water Power, for instance, learn tendance of its costly automatic substitute. 

in detail how and why the project pictured on the cover of 4. Units work perfectly in parallel.. Any reasonable 

this issue, and others equally notable, were designed and capacity can be made up by the use of a number of stand- 

built. However, the alluring talking points of the “Be an ard units. 

Engineer in Six Weeks” schools which emphasize their 5. Compounding can be provided. 

“practical” work, its entire absence from dull, dry theory, 6. No flashing or damage from external short-cir- 

and its “inestimable” value of the student, cannot be ap- cuits. 
plied to our college. It is the jo‘nt study of the two, As previously stated, over 109,000 K.W. in these units 

theory and practice, under the guidance of men learned in is already in use in Europe. A substation in Milan, Italy, 
both, that alone trains Wisconsin engineers. And as uses two units, giving 500 K.W. at 550 volts. The Elec- 

President Rea of the Pennsylvania railroad says, training trotechnische Zeitschrift? describes the substation at 

in a college course is not longer merely an advantage; it Hirschberg, Silesia, using three units—two 500 K.W., 
is a necessity for the young man who aims at a place in and one 250 K.W. They are mounted side by side on a 
exeoutive forces. meta! framework, and occupy about as much space as a 
AVTERNATING CURRENT RECTIAICATION FOR 109 KW. rotary converter. One of the first installa- 

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS tions ‘was made in a steel mill six years ago. Recently 

(Continued from page 146.) the units were taken.apart and no signs of deterioration 
pool. The condensing chamber, arc chamber, cathode, were found.4 

and anodes are all water cooled, the water being circu- In conclusion; the cntire fie'd of small railway substa- 

lated by a small pump in a closed and insulated system. tion work seems open to a rectifier which will take the 

To start the rectificr, the ignition solenoid is energized. place of rotating machinery; and the steel-clad mercury 

This lowers the iron rod which projects from the center arc rectificr, though a recent development, has proved 
of the condensation chamber. After touching the mer- itself to possess characteristics that adapt it to this field. 

cury surface, the rod springs back and starts the are. If It must be understood that the rectifier is not fitted for 
the load is of a highly fluctuating character an auxiliary use in the large substation, but only in that great class of 
anode is usually provided. It is excited from a single small stations where the saving in cost of equipment and 
phase source, and maintains the are if the load falls to buildings and operators’ wages would be no mean sum. 
zero. It secms certa'n that the American manufacturer will 

A\ small two-stage vacuum pump is used with each in- still further improve the large mercury arc rectifier and 
stallation. When the rectifiers are first put into opera- wiil place it on the market in this country, for the service 
tion, the pump exhausts the air to a pressure of 0.1 too.o1 of the electric roads and of the electric industry in gen- 
mm. of mercury, and pumping can be done at any time eral. 

if the vacuum becomes poor. In practice the steel tanks § ——HW—. 

have mainta:ned this degree of vacuum for long periods “ee He Meee et gee 29, 1921. 

with virtually no operation of the pump after initial , Electrotechnische Zeitschrift, No. 42, 1918. 
avaciiation? J. H. Milliken—Electrical World, Oct. 29, 1921.
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Illustration from ‘‘De Re Metallica’’ by Agricola, published in 1546 

‘Breaking Ground by dire-setting 

The ancients “blasted” by fire-setting— of 5 feet per month in headings was often 

slow, laborious, dangerous, and ineffectual. considered good. 

Describing Hannibal’s crossing the Alps in p May 1921, Pee apne drove a total of ed 

218 B. C. Livy says: “The cliff heated by {St yyndmice. (An average of 11 feet advance 
fire was broken by iron tools so that not was made per machine shift with a dynamite 

eply Me bedsts of baron but also the peru ion of a pounds ost lineal foot, Ex- 

elephants cou ie Le own. plosives have made possible greater results in 

F . . eight hours than our ancient brethren accom- 

In “De Re Metallica” (1546) Agricola ex- plished in a month. 

plains the early fire methods in detail—how for years we have recommended the use of 

the sticks were prepared; how these were Hercules Special No. 1 and Hercomite for many 

piled against the face of the tock; how the kinds of work because of their high cartridge 

fire softened or cracked the stone for a count and low cost per cartridge in comparison 

certain depth; and how water was some- wathyotler dynamites. Me high explosive on the 

times dashed on the heated rock, which © son a ‘acres eco +a wantained tn 
es! 0 XP. slves economy is contalL Li 

way Satter by the sudden a uneven Gur booklet, “Volume vs. Weight”. Write to our 

: * , vertising Department, 94% King Street, il- cooling. Even as late as the 7th century, Ad ine D 942King S Wil 

fire setting was practised, and an advance mington, Delaware, for a copy. 
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When materials have passed through mixing process —— = 

once, and come to discharging side of the drum, f ee 

the reversed discharge chute sprays them back to PA <=? 

the charging side for repeated trips through the 5- be OR ae 
% 5 : s - eS Ae AS) Ve 

action, remixing process. This spraying-showering ne bes = 

action, at the same time prevents separation of aggre- [ee he a — 

gate according to size. To the last shovelful of every by \ Gg We 
. * ; . . Sr a Nar) a en 

batch, Koehring-mixed concrete is uniform, re-mixed a ay ‘3 yA et 

concrete—dominant strength concrete—and to every \ ase: La 4 y a 
. . e ‘ 1 pee fe aie et 

last casting and bearing, the Koehring is the heavy \ @) ae yp, i 

duty mixer of trouble-proof, long service life. ee fier i 

Capacities ea vy i a 

Construction Mixers: 10, 14, 21, 28 cu. ft. mixed concrete. > ne 

Write for Catalog C 22. . 

Pavers: 7, 10, 14, 21, 32 cu. ft. mixed concrete. Write for f 

Catalog P 22. (1) Blade cuts through materials with 

Dandie: Light mixer, 4 and 7 cu. ft. mixed concrete; powet churning action. (2) Blade carries ma- 

charging skip, or low charging platform. Light duty terials up, spilling down again against 

hoist. Write for Catalog D 22. motion of drum. (3) Materials hurled 

across diameter ofdrum. (4) Materials 

elevated to drum topand cascaded down 

K oO E H R I N G Cc oO M PA N Y to reversed discharge chute which (5), 

with scattering, spraying action, show- 

MILWAUKEE WISCONSIN ers materials back to charging side for 

repeated trips through mixing process. 
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Take It From The Air 
Not only music, but news, speeches, messages 

of every sort, are today being picked out of 
the air. 

“How has this come about?” we ask. 

The new impetus given to radio development may 
be definitely associated with the development of the 
high power vacuum tube, for that made broadcasting 
possible. And the power tube originated from a 
piece of purely theoretical research, which had no 
connection with radio. 

When a scientist in the Research Laboratories of 
the General Electric Company found that electric 
current could be made to pass through the highest 
possible vacuum and could be varied according to 
fixed laws, he established the principle of the power 
tube and laid the foundation for the “tron” group of 
devices. 

These devices magnify the tiny telephone currents 
produced by the voice and supply them to the 
antenna, which broadcasts the messages. At the 
receiving end, smaller “trons”, in turn, magnify the 
otherwise imperceptible messages coming to them 
from the receiving antenna. 

Great accomplishments are not picked out of the 
air. Generally, as in this case, they grow from one 
man’s insatiable desire to find out the “how” of 
things. 

Scientific research discovers the facts. Practical 
applications follow in good time. 

General@Electric 
General Office Cc om Pp a ny cheney, Mit 
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